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Abstract
The families of 푓-divergences (e.g. the Kullback–Leibler divergence) and Integral Proba-
bility Metrics (e.g. total variation distance or maximum mean discrepancies) are commonly
used in optimization and estimation. In this work, we systematically study the relationship
between these two families from the perspective of convex duality. Starting from a tight
variational representation of the 푓-divergence, we derive a generalization of the moment
generating function, which we show exactly characterizes the best lower bound of the 푓-
divergence as a function of a given IPM. Using this characterization, we obtain new bounds
on IPMs dened by classes of unbounded functions, while also recovering in a unied
manner well-known results for bounded and subgaussian functions (e.g. Pinsker’s inequality
and Hoeding’s lemma). The variational representation also allows us to prove new results
on the topological properties of the divergence which may be of independent interest.
1 Introduction
Quantifying the extent to which two probability distributions dier from one another is central
in most, if not all, problems and methods in machine learning and statistics. For example,
maximum likelihood estimation is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback–Leibler divergence
between the empirical distribution—or the ground truth distribution in the limit of innitely
large sample—and a distribution chosen from a parametric family.
A natural generalization of the Kullback–Leibler divergence is provided by the family of 휙-
divergences1 [Csi63, Csi67b] also known in statistics as Ali–Silvey distances [AS66]. Informally,
an 휙-divergence quanties the divergence between two distributions 휇 and 휈 as an average
cost of the likelihood ratio, that is, D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≝ ∫ 휙(푑휇∕푑휈)푑휈 for a convex cost function휙 ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ≥0. Notable examples of 휙-divergences include the Hellinger distance, the 훼-
divergences (a convex transformation of the Rényi divergences), and the 휒2-divergence.∗Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Cambridge, MA 02138. Supported by the
Department of Defense (DoD) through the National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship (NDSEG)
Program.
†Institute for Data, Systems, and Society, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
1In the rest of this paper, we use 휙-divergence instead of 푓-divergence and reserve the letter 푓 for a generic
function.
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Crucial in applications of 휙-divergences are their so-called variational representations. For
example, the Donsker–Varadhan representation [DV76, Theorem 5.2] expresses the Kullback–
Leibler divergence D(휇 ‖ 휈) between probability distributions 휇 and 휈 asD(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈퐿∞(휈){∫ 푔 푑휇 − log∫ 푒푔 푑휈} , (1)
where 퐿∞(휈) is the space of functions essentially bounded with respect to 휈. Similar variational
representations were for example used by [NWJ08, NWJ10, RRGGP12, BBR+18] to construct
estimates of 휙-divergences by restricting the optimization problem in (1) to a class of func-
tions 풢 ⊆ 퐿∞(휈) for which the problem becomes tractable (for example when 풢 is a RKHS
or representable by a given neural network architecture). In recent work, [NCT16, NCM+17]
conceptualized an extension of generative adversarial networks (GANs) in which the problem of
minimizing an 휙-divergence is expressed via variational representations such as (1) as a minimax
game involving two neural networks, one minimizing over probability distributions 휇, the other
maximizing over 푔 as in (1).
Another important class of distances between probability distributions is given by Integral
Probability Metrics (IPMs) dened by [Mül97] and taking the form푑풢(휇, 휈) = sup푔∈풢{|||||||∫ 푔 푑휇 − ∫ 푔 푑휈|||||||} , (2)
where 풢 is a class of function parametrizing the distance. Notable examples include the total
variation distance (풢 is the class of all functions taking value in [−1, 1]), the Wasserstein metric
(풢 is a class of Lipschitz functions) and MaximumMean Discrepancies (풢 is the unit ball of a
RKHS). Being already expressed as a variational problem, IPMs are amenable to estimation, as
was exploited by [SFG+12, GBR+12]. MMDs have also been used in lieu of 휙-divergences to
train GANs as was rst done by [DRG15].
Rewriting the optimization problem (1) assup푔∈퐿∞(휈){∫ 푔 푑휇 − ∫ 푔 푑휈 − log∫ 푒(푔−휈(푔)) 푑휈} (3)
reveals an important connection between 휙-divergences and IPMs. Indeed, (3) expresses the
divergence as the solution to a regularized optimization problem in which one attempts to
maximize the mean deviation ∫ 푔 푑휇− ∫ 푔 푑휈, as in (2), while also penalizing functions 푔 which
are too “complex” asmeasured by the centered logmoment generating function of 푔. In this work,
we further explore the connection between 휙-divergences and IPMs, guided by the following
question:
what is the best lower bound of a given 휙-divergence
as a function of a given integral probability metric?
Some specic instances of this question are already well understood. For example, the best
lower bound of the Kullback–Leibler divergence by a quadratic function of the total variation
distance is known as Pinsker’s inequality. More generally, describing the best lower bound of
a 휙-divergence as a function of the total variation distance (without being restricted to being
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a quadratic), is known as Vajda’s problem, to which an answer was given by [FHT03] for the
Kullback–Leibler divergence and by [Gil06] for an arbitrary 휙-divergence.
Beyond the total variation distance—in particular, when the class 풢 in (2) contains un-
bounded functions—few results are known. Using (3), [BLM13, Section 4.9] show that Pinsker’s
inequality holds as long as the log moment generating function grows at most quadratically.
Since this is the case for bounded functions (via Hoeding’s lemma), this recovers Pinsker’s
inequality and extends it to the class of so-called sub-Gaussian functions. This was recently used
by [RZ20] to control bias in adaptive data analysis.
In this work, we systematize the convex analytic perspective underlyingmany of these results,
thereby developing the necessary tools to resolve the above guiding question. As an application,
we recover in a unied manner the known bounds between 휙-divergences and IPMs, and extend
them along several dimensions. Specically, starting from the observation of [RRGGP12] that
the variational representation of 휙-divergences commonly used in the literature is not “tight” for
probability measures (in a sense which will be made formal in the paper), we make the following
contributions:
• we derive a tight representation of 휙-divergences for probability measures, exactly gener-
alizing the Donsker–Varadhan representation of the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
• we dene a generalization of the log moment generating function and show that it exactly
characterizes the best lower bound of an 휙-divergence by an IPM. As an application, we
show that this function grows quadratically if and only if a Pinsker-type inequality holds,
generalizing the result for sub-Gaussian functions and the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
• we characterize the existence of any non-trivial lower bound on an IPM in terms of
the generalized log moment generating function, and give implications for topological
properties of the divergence, for example regarding compactness of sets of measures
with bounded 휙-divergence and the relationship between sequential convergence in 휙-
divergence and sequential weak convergence.
• the answer to Vajda’s problem for bounded functions is re-derived in a principled manner,
providing a new geometric interpretation on the optimal lower bound of the 휙-divergence
by the total variation distance. From this, we derive a renement of Hoeding’s lemma
and generalizations of Pinsker’s inequality to a large class of 휙-divergences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, Section 3 gives
a brief overview of concepts and tools used in this paper, Section 4 derives the tight variational
representation of the 휙-divergence, Section 5 focuses on the case of an IPM given by a single
function 푔 with respect to a reference measure 휈, deriving the optimal bound in this case and
discussing topological applications, and Section 6 extends this to arbitrary IPMs and sets of
measures, with applications to subgaussian functions and Vajda’s problem.
2 Related work
The problem of minimizing a 휙-divergence over a convex set of measures has been extensively
studied in works spanning information theory, statistics and convex analysis.
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Kullback–Leibler divergence. For the Kullback–Leibler divergence [KL51] this problem
can be traced back at least to [San57] in the context of large deviation theory and to [Kul59]
for the purpose of formulating an information theoretic approach to statistics. In information
theory, this problem is known as an 퐼-projection [Csi75, CM03]. The case where the convex set is
dened by nitely many ane constraints, which is closest to our work, was specically studied
in [BC77, BC79] via a convex duality approach. This special case is of particular relevance to the
eld of statistics, since the exponential family arises as the optimizer of this problem.
Convex integral functionals and general 휙. With the advent of the theory of convex inte-
gral functionals, initiated in convex analysis by [Roc66, Roc68], the problem is generalized to
arbitrary 휙-divergences, sometimes referred to as 휙-entropies, especially when seen as func-
tionals over spaces of functions, and increasingly studied via a systematic application of convex
duality [TV93]. In the case of ane constraints, the main technical challenge is to identify
constraint qualications guaranteeing that strong duality holds. The notion of quasi-relative
interior plays a key role in that respect and was used for this problem in [BL91, BL93] and
more recently in [BK06]. A comprehensive account of the case of ane constraints can be
found in [CM12]. We also note the work [AS06], which shows a duality between approximate
divergence minimization—where the ane constraints are only required to hold up to a certain
accuracy—and maximum a posteriori estimation in statistics.
These works overlap at a technical level with Sections 4 and 5 of the present paper, where we
derive the tight variational representation of the 휙-divergence restricted to probability measures
and the best lower bound for an IPM dened by a singleton respectively, both of which can be
dened by ane constraints. For the restriction to probability measures, we prove that constraint
qualication always holds, a fact which was not observed in the aforecited works, to the best
of our knowledge. For the case of an IPM dened by a singleton, we identify in Section 5.2 a
class of functions for which strong duality holds, even though the usual interiority conditions
for constraint qualication do not hold.
Relationship between 휙-divergences. A specic case of this question which has seen sig-
nicant work is when the convex set is dened by other 휙-divergences, and most notably the
total variation distance. The best-known result in this line is Pinsker’s inequality, rst proved in a
weaker form in [Pin60, Pin64] and then strengthened independently in [Kul67, Kem69, Csi67b],
which gives the best possible quadratic lower bound on the Kullback–Leibler divergence by
the total variation distance. More recently, for 휙-divergences other than the Kullback–Leibler
divergence, [Gil10] identied conditions on 휙 under which “Pinkser-type,” that is quadratic,
lower bounds can be obtained.
More generally, Vajda introduced the problem of nding the best (not necessarily quadratic)
lower bound of the Kullback–Leibler divergence as a function of the total variation distance
in [Vaj70], and generalized the question to arbitrary 휙-divergences in [Vaj72]. This problem
is sometimes referred to as Vajda’s problem. Approximations of the best lower bound were
obtained in [BH79, Vaj70] for the Kullback–Leibler divergence and in [Vaj72, Gil08, Gil10]
for 휙-divergences under various assumptions on 휙. The optimal lower bound was derived
in [FHT03] for the Kullback–Leibler divergence and in [Gil06] for any 휙-divergence. As an
example application of Section 6, in Section 6.3 we rederive the optimal lower bound as well as
its quadratic relaxations in a unied manner.
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In [RW09, RW11], the authors consider the generalization of Vajda’s problem of obtaining a
tight lower bound on an arbitrary휙-divergence givenmultiple values of generalized total variation
distances; their result contains [Gil06] as a special case. Beyond the total variation distance,
[HV11] introduced the general question of studying the joint range of values taken by an arbitrary
pair of 휙-divergence, which can be equivalently be described as the epigraph of the best lower
bound of one divergence as a function of the other. [GSS14] generalize this further and consider
the general problem of understanding the joint range of multiple 휙-divergences, e.g. minimizing
an 휙-divergence subject to a nite number of constraints on other 휙-divergences. The main
conceptual contribution in this line of work is to show that these optimization problems, which
are dened over (innitely dimensional) spaces ofmeasures, can be reduced to nite dimensional
optimization problems.
Our work diers from results of this type since we are primarily concerned with IPMs other
than the total variation distance, and in particular with those containing unbounded functions.
It was shown in [SGF+09, SFG+12] that the class of 휙-divergences and the class of integral
probability metrics intersect only at the total variation distance. As such, the problem studied
in the present paper cannot be phrased as the one of a joint range between two 휙-divergences,
and cannot be handled by the techniques used in studying the joint range, to the best of our
knowledge.
3 Preliminaries
3.1 Measure Theory
Notation. Unless otherwise noted, all the probability measures in this paper are dened on a
common measurable space (Ω,풜). We denote byℳ(Ω,풜),ℳ+(Ω,풜) andℳ1(Ω,풜) the sets
of nite signed measures, nite non-negative measures, and probability measures respectively.ℒ0(Ω,풜) denotes the space of all measurable functions from Ω to ℝ, and ℒ푏(Ω,풜) ⊆ ℒ0(Ω,풜)
is the set of all bounded measurable functions. For 휈 ∈ℳ(Ω,풜), and 1 ≤ 푝 ≤∞, ℒ푝(휈,Ω,풜)
denotes the space of measurable functions with nite 푝-norm, and 퐿푝(휈,Ω,풜) denotes the space
obtained by taking the quotient with respect to the space of functions which are 0 휈-almost
everywhere. Similarly, 퐿0(휈,Ω,풜) is the space of all measurable functions Ω to ℝ up to equality휈-almost everywhere. When there is no ambiguity, we drop the indication (Ω,풜).
For twomeasures휇, 휈 ∈ℳ, 휇 ≪ 휈 (resp. 휇 ⟂ 휈) denotes that휇 is absolutely continuous (resp.
singular) with respect to 휈 andwe deneℳ푐(휈) ≝ {휇 ∈ℳ |휇 ≪ 휈} andℳ푠(휈) ≝ {휇 ∈ℳ |휇 ⟂ 휈}.
Recall that by the Lebesgue decomposition theoremwe have the direct sumℳ =ℳ푐(휈)⊕ℳ푠(휈).
For 휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈), 푑휇푑휈 ∈ 퐿1(휈) denotes the Radon–Nikodym derivative of 휇 with respect to 휈. More
generally, for a subspace푋 ⊆ℳ of nite signedmeasures, we dene푋+ ≝ 푋∩ℳ+,푋1 ≝ 푋∩ℳ1,
and for 휈 ∈ℳ, 푋푐(휈) ≝ 푋 ∩ℳ푐(휈), 푋푠(휈) ≝ 푋 ∩ℳ푠(휈). For a signed measure 휈 ∈ℳ, we write
the Hahn–Jordan decomposition 휈 = 휈+ − 휈− where 휈+, 휈− ∈ℳ+, and denote by |휈| = 휈+ + 휈−
the total variation measure.
For ameasurable function푓 ∈ ℒ0 andmeasure휇 ∈ℳ, 휇(푓) ≝ ∫ 푓 푑휇 denotes the integral of푓 with respect to 휇, and ess sup휈 푓 and ess inf 휈 푓 denote the 휈-essential supremum and inmum
respectively.
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Integral Probability Metrics.
Denition 3.1.1. For a non-empty set of measurable functions 풢 ⊆ ℒ0, the integral probability
metric associated with 풢 is given by푑풢(휇, 휈) ≝ sup푔∈풢 {|||||||∫ 푔 푑휇 − ∫ 푔 푑휈|||||||} ,
for all measures 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ which integrate all functions in 풢. If there exists 푔 ∈ 풢 such that 푔 is
not 휇- or 휈-integrable, then 푑풢(휇, 휈) = +∞.
Remark 3.1.2. When the class 풢 is closed under negation, one can drop the absolute value in the
denition.
Example 3.1.3. The total variation distance TV(휇, 휈) is obtainedwhen 풢 is the class ofmeasurable
functions taking value in [−1, 1].
3.2 Convex analysis
Most of the convex functions considered in this paper will be dened over spaces of measures or
functions. Consequently, we will apply tools from convex analysis in its general formulation
for locally convex topological vector spaces. References on this subject include [BCR84] and
[Bou03, II. and IV.§1] for the topological background, and [ET99, Part I] and [Zăl02, Chapters
1 & 2] for convex analysis. We now briey review the main concepts appearing in the present
paper.
Denition 3.2.1 (Dual pair). A dual pair is a triplet (푋,푌, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩) where 푋 and 푌 are real vector
spaces, and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∶ 푋 × 푌 → ℝ is a bilinear form satisfying the following properties:
(i) for every 푥 ∈ 푋 ⧵ {0}, there exists 푦 ∈ 푌 such that ⟨푥, 푦⟩ ≠ 0.
(ii) for every 푦 ∈ 푌 ⧵ {0}, there exists 푥 ∈ 푋 such that ⟨푥, 푦⟩ ≠ 0.
We say that the say that the pairing ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ puts 푋 and 푌 in (separating) duality. Furthermore, a
topology 휏 on푋 is said to be compatiblewith the pairing if it is locally convex and if the topological
dual 푋⋆ of 푋 with respect to 휏 is isomorphic to 푌. Topologies on 푌 compatible with the pairing
are dened similarly.
Example 3.2.2. For an arbitrary dual pair (푋,푌, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩), the weak topology 휎(푋,푌) induced by 푌
on 푋 is dened to be the coarsest topology such that for each 푦 ∈ 푌, 푥 ↦ ⟨푥, 푦⟩ is a continuous
linear form on 푋. It is a locally convex Hausdor topology induced by the family of seminorms푝푦 ∶ 푥 ↦ |⟨푥, 푦⟩| for 푦 ∈ 푌 and is thereby compatible with the duality between 푋 and 푌.
Note that in nite dimension, all Hausdor vector space topologies coincidewith the standard
topology.
In the remainder of this section, we x a dual pair (푋,푌, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩) and endow 푋 and 푌 with
topologies compatible with the pairing. As is customary in convex analysis, convex functions
take values in the set of extended reals ℝ ≝ ℝ ∪ {−∞,+∞} to which the addition over ℝ is
extended using the usual conventions, as well as the convention (+∞) + (−∞) = +∞. In this
manner, convex functions can always be extended to be dened on the entirety of their domain
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by assuming the value +∞ when they are not dened. For a convex function 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ,dom푓 ≝ {푥 ∈ 푋 ∶ 푓(푥) < ∞} is the eective domain of 푓 and 휕푓(푥) ≝ {푦 ∈ 푌 | ∀푥′ ∈푋, 푓(푥′) ≥ 푓(푥) + ⟨푥′ − 푥, 푦⟩} denotes its subdierential.
Denition 3.2.3 (Lower semicontinuity, inf-compactness). The function 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ is lower
semicontinuous (resp. inf-compact) if for every 푡 ∈ ℝ the sublevel set 푓−1(−∞, 푡] ≝ {푥 ∈ 푋 |푓(푥) ≤ 푡} is closed (resp. compact).
Denition 3.2.4 (Properness). A convex function 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ is proper if dom푓 ≠ ∅ and푓(푥) > −∞ for all 푥 ∈ 푋.
Denition 3.2.5 (Convex conjugate). The convex conjugate (also called Fenchel dual or Fenchel–
Legendre transform) of 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ is the function 푓⋆ ∶ 푌 → ℝ dened for 푦 ∈ 푌 by푓⋆(푦) ≝ sup푥∈푋{⟨푥, 푦⟩ − 푓(푥)} .
For a set 퐶 ⊆ 푋, 훿퐶 ∶ 푋 → ℝ≥0 denotes the characteristic function of 퐶, that is 훿퐶(푥) is0 if 푥 ∈ 퐶 and +∞ elsewhere. The support function of 퐶 is ℎ퐶 ∶ 푌 → ℝ ∪ {∞} dened byℎ퐶(푦) = sup푥∈퐶⟨푥, 푦⟩. If 퐶 is closed and convex then (훿퐶 , ℎ퐶) form a pair of convex conjugate
functions.
Proposition 3.2.6. Let 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ be a function. Then:
1. 푓⋆ ∶ 푌 → ℝ is convex and lower semicontinuous.
2. for all 푥 ∈ 푋 and 푦 ∈ 푌, 푓(푥) + 푓⋆(푦) ≥ ⟨푥, 푦⟩ with equality i 푦 ∈ 휕푓(푥).
3. 푓⋆⋆ ≤ 푓 with equality i 푓 is proper convex lower semicontinuous, 푓 ≡ +∞ or 푓 ≡ −∞.
4. if 푓 ≤ 푔 for some 푔 ∶ 푋 → ℝ, then 푔⋆ ≥ 푓⋆.
Remark 3.2.7. In Proposition 3.2.6, Item 2 is known as the Fenchel–Young inequality and Item 3
as the Fenchel–Moreau theorem.
In the special case of 푋 = ℝ = 푌 and a proper convex function 푓 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ, we can be more
explicit about the domain of 푓⋆.
Denition 3.2.8. For 푓 ∶ ℝ → ℝ a proper convex function, we write for 퓁 ∈ {∞,−∞} the
expression 푓′(퓁) ≝ lim푥→퓁 푓(푥)∕푥 ∈ ℝ.
Remark 3.2.9. The name 푓′(퓁) is motivated by the fact that when 푓 is dierentiable, we have푓′(퓁) = lim푥→퓁 푓′(푥).
Lemma 3.2.10. If 푓 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ is a proper convex function, then 푓⋆ ∶ ℝ→ ℝ has int(dom푓⋆) =(푓′(−∞), 푓′(∞)).
Fenchel duality theorem is arguably the most fundamental result in convex analysis, and we
will use it in this paper to compute the convex conjugate and minimum of a convex function
subject to a linear constraint. The following proposition summarizes the conclusions obtained
by instantiating the duality theorem to this specic case.
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Proposition 3.2.11. Let 푓 ∶ 푋 → (−∞,+∞] be a convex function. For 푦 ∈ 푌 and 휀 ∈ ℝ, dene푓푦,휀 ∶ 푋 → (∞,+∞] by
푓푦,휀(푥) ≝ 푓(푥) + 훿{휀}(⟨푥, 푦⟩) = {푓(푥) if ⟨푥, 푦⟩ = 휀∞ otherwise
for all 푥 ∈ 푋.
1. Assume that 푓 is lower semicontinuous and dene ⟨dom푓, 푦⟩ ≝ {⟨푥, 푦⟩ | 푥 ∈ dom푓}. If휀 ∈ int(⟨dom푓, 푦⟩), then 푓⋆푦,휀(푥⋆) = inf 휆∈ℝ 푓⋆(푥⋆ + 휆푦) − 휆 ⋅ 휀 for all 푥⋆ ∈ 푌, where the
inmum is reached whenever 푓⋆푦,휀(푥⋆) is nite.
2. Assume that 푓 is non-negative and satises 푓(0) = 0. Dene themarginal value functionℒ푦,푓(휀) ≝ inf푥∈푋 푓푦,휀(푥) = inf푥∈푋{푓(푥) ||| ⟨푥, 푦⟩ = 휀} . (4)
Thenℒ푦,푓 is a non-negative convex function satisfyingℒ푦,푓(0) = 0 and its convex conjugate
is given by ℒ⋆푦,푓(푡) = 푓⋆(푡푦). Furthermore, ℒ푦,푓 is lower semicontinuous at 휀, that isℒ푦,푓(휀) = ℒ⋆⋆푦,푓 (휀), if and only if strong duality holds for problem (4).
Proof. 1. This follows from a direct application of Fenchel’s duality theorem (see e.g. [Zăl02,
Corollary 2.6.4, Theorem 2.8.1]).
2. Dene the perturbation function 퐹 ∶ 푋×ℝ→ ℝ by 퐹(푥, 휀) ≝ 푓푦,휀(푥) = 푓(푥)+훿{0}(⟨푥, 푦⟩−휀) so thatℒ푦,푓(휀) = inf푥∈푋 퐹(푥, 휀). Since 퐹 is non-negative, jointly convex over the convex
set 푋 × ℝ and 퐹(0, 0) = 0, we get thatℒ푦,푓 is itself convex, non-negative, and satisesℒ푦,푓(0) = 0. Furthermore, 퐹⋆(푥⋆, 푡) = 푓⋆(푥⋆ + 푡푦) andℒ⋆푦,푓(푡) = 퐹⋆(0, 푡) = 푓⋆(푡푦) by
e.g. [Zăl02, Theorem 2.6.1, Corollary 2.6.4].
Finally, we will use the following result giving a sucient condition for a convex function to
be bounded below. Most such results in convex analysis assume that the function is either lower
semicontinuous or bounded above on an open set. In contrast, the following lemma assumes
that the function is upper bounded on a closed, convex, bounded set of a Banach space, or more
generally on a cs-compact subset of a real Hausdor topological vector space.
Lemma 3.2.12 (c.f. [Kön86, Example 1.6(0), Remark 1.9]). Let 퐶 be a cs-compact subset of a real
Hausdor topological vector space. If 푓 ∶ 퐶 → ℝ is a convex function such that sup푥∈퐶 푓(푥) <∞,
then inf푥∈퐶 푓(푥) > −∞. In particular, if 푓 ∶ 퐶 → ℝ is linear, then sup푥∈퐶 푓(푥) <∞ if and only
if inf푥∈퐶 푓(푥) > −∞.
The notion of cs-compactness (called 휎-convexity in [Kön86]) was introduced and dened
by Jameson in [Jam72], and Proposition 2 of the same paper states that closed, convex, bounded
sets of Banach spaces are cs-compact. For completeness, we include a proof of Lemma 3.2.12 in
Appendix A.1.
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3.3 Orlicz spaces
We will use elementary facts from the theory of Orlicz spaces which we now briey review
(see for example [Léo07] for concise exposition or [RR91] for a more complete reference). A
function 휃 ∶ ℝ→ [0,+∞] is a Young function if it is a convex, lower semicontinuous, and even
function with 휃(0) = 0 and 0 < 휃(푠) < +∞ for some 푠 > 0. Then writing 퐼휃,휈 ∶ 푓 ↦ ∫ 휙(푓)푑휈
for 휈 ∈ℳ1, one denes two spaces associated with 휃:
• the Orlicz space 퐿휃(휈) ≝ {푓 ∈ 퐿0(휈) |||| ∃훼 > 0, 퐼휃,휈(훼푓) <∞},
• the Orlicz heart [ES89] 퐿휃♡(휈) ≝ {푓 ∈ 퐿0(휈) |||| ∀훼 > 0, 퐼휃,휈(훼푓) < ∞}, also known as the
Morse–Transue space [MT50],
which are both Banach spaces when equipped with the Luxemburg norm ‖푓‖휃 ≝ inf {푡 > 0 |퐼휃,휈(푓∕푡) ≤ 1}. Furthermore, 퐿휃♡(휈) ⊆ 퐿휃(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈) and 퐿∞ ⊆ 퐿휃 for all 휃, and 퐿∞ ⊆ 푀휃 whendom 휃 = ℝ. If 휃⋆ is the convex conjugate of 휃, we have the following analogue of Hölder’s
inequality: ∫ 푓1푓2 푑휈 ≤ 2‖푓1‖휃‖푓2‖휃⋆ , for all 푓1 ∈ 퐿휃(휈) and 푓2 ∈ 퐿휃⋆(휈), implying that(퐿휃, 퐿휃⋆) are in dual pairing. Furthermore, if dom 휃 = ℝ, we have that the the Banach space
dual (퐿휃♡ , ‖⋅‖휃)⋆ is isomorphic to (퐿휃⋆ , ‖⋅‖휃⋆).
4 Variational representations of 휙-divergences
In the rest of this paper, we x a convex and lower semicontinuous function휙 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ∪{∞} such
that 휙(1) = 0 and such that dom휙 contains a neighborhood of 1.2 After dening 휙-divergences
in Section 4.1, we start with the usual representation of the 휙-divergence in Section 4.2, which
we then strengthen in the case of probability measures in Section 4.3.
4.1 Convex integral functionals and 휙-divergences
The notion of a 휙-divergence is closely related to the one of a convex integral functional that we
dene rst.
Denition 4.1.1 (Integral functional). For 휈 ∈ ℳ+ and 푓 ∶ ℝ → ℝ ∪ {∞} a proper convex
function, the convex integral functional associated with 푓 and 휈 is the function 퐼푓,휈 ∶ 퐿1(휈)→ℝ ∪ {∞} dened for 푔 ∈ 퐿1(휈) by 퐼푓,휈(푔) = ∫ 푓◦푔 푑휈 .
The systematic study of convex integral functionals from the perspective of convex analysis
was initiated by Rockafellar in [Roc68, Roc71], who considered more generally functionals of
the form 푔 ↦ ∫ 푓(휔, 푔(휔))푑휈 for 푔 ∶ Ω → ℝ푛 and 푓 ∶ Ω × ℝ푛 → ℝ such that 푓(휔, ⋅) is
convex 휈-almost everywhere. A good introduction to the theory of such functionals can be found
in [Roc76, RW98]. The specic case of Denition 4.1.1 is known as an autonomous integral
functional, but we drop this qualier since it applies to all functionals studied in this paper.
2If dom휙 does not contain a neighborhood of 1, then the 휙-divergence on probability measures becomes the
discrete divergence D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = 훿{휈}(휇) which is only nite when 휇 = 휈 and for which the questions studied in this
work are trivial.
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Name 휙 휙′(∞) <∞? 휙(0) <∞? Notes훼-divergences 푥훼−1훼(훼−1) when 훼 < 1 when 훼 > 0 휙†훼 = 휙1−훼
KL 푥 log푥 No Yes Limit of 훼 → 1−
reverse KL − log푥 Yes No Limit of 훼 → 0+
squared Hellinger (√푥 − 1)2 Yes Yes Scaling of 훼 = 12휒2-divergence (푥 − 1)2 No Yes Scaling of 훼 = 2
Jereys (푥 − 1) log푥 No No KL + reverse KL
Power divergences |푥 − 1|푝∕푝 when 푝 = 1 Yes For 푝 ≥ 1 [JHW17]
Total variation |푥 − 1| Yes Yes 1-Power divergence
Jensen–Shannon
푥 log푥 −(1 + 푥) log( 1+푥2 ) Yes Yes a.k.a. total divergenceto the average
Triangular
discrimination
(푥−1)2푥+1 Yes Yes a.k.a. Vincze–Le Camdistance
Table 1: Common 휙-divergences (e.g. [SV16])
Denition 4.1.2 (휙-divergence). For 휇 ∈ℳ and 휈 ∈ℳ+, write 휇 = 휇푐 + 휇푠 with 휇푐 ≪ 휈 and휇푠 ⟂ 휈, the Lebesgue decomposition of 휇 with respect to 휈, and 휇푠 = 휇+푠 −휇−푠 with 휇+푠 , 휇−푠 ∈ℳ+,
the Hahn–Jordan decomposition of 휇푠. The 휙-divergence of 휇 with respect to 휈 is the quantityD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ∈ ℝ ∪ {∞} dened byD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≝ ∫ 휙(푑휇푐푑휈 )푑휈 + 휇+푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(∞) − 휇−푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(−∞) ,
with the convention 0 ⋅ (±∞) = 0.
Remark 4.1.3. An equivalent denition of D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) which does not require decomposing 휇 is
obtained by choosing 휆 ∈ℳ+ dominating both 휇 and 휈 (e.g. 휆 = |휇| + 휈) and dening
D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = ∫ 푑휈푑휆 ⋅ 휙(푑휇∕푑휆푑휈∕푑휆 )푑휆,
with the convention (coming from continuous extension) 0 ⋅ 휙(푎∕0) = 푎 ⋅ 휙′(∞) if 푎 ≥ 0 and0 ⋅ 휙(푎∕0) = 푎 ⋅ 휙′(−∞) if 푎 ≤ 0. It is easy to check that this denition does not depend on the
choice of 휆 and coincides with Denition 4.1.2.
The notion of 휙-divergence between probability measures was introduced by Csiszár in
[Csi63, Csi67b] in information theory and independently by Ali and Silvey [AS66] in statistics.
The generalization to nite signed measures is from [CGG99]. Some useful properties of the 휙-
divergence include: it is jointly convex in both its arguments, if 휇(Ω) = 휈(Ω) thenD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 0,
with equality if and only if 휇 = 휈 assuming that 휙 is strictly convex at 1.
Remark 4.1.4. If 휇 ≪ 휈, the denition simplies to D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = 휈(휙◦푑휇푑휈 ). Furthermore, if휙′(±∞) = ±∞, then D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = +∞ whenever 휇  휈. When either 휙′(+∞) or 휙′(−∞) is
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nite, some authors implicitly or explicitly redene D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) to be +∞ whenever 휇  휈, thus
departing from Denition 4.1.2. This eectively denes D휙(⋅ ‖ 휈) as the integral functional 퐼휙,휈
and the rich theory of convex integral functionals can be readily applied. As we will see in this
paper, this change of denition is unnecessary and the diculties arising from the case 휇  휈
in Denition 4.1.2 can be addressed by separately treating the component of 휇 singular with
respect to 휈.
An important reason to prefer the general denition is the equality D휙(휈 ‖ 휇) = D휙†(휇 ‖ 휈)
where 휙† ∶ 푥 ↦ 푥휙(1∕푥) is the Csiszár dual of 휙, which identies the reverse 휙-divergence—
where the arguments are swapped—with the divergence associated with 휙†. Consequently,
any result obtained for the partial function 휇 ↦ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) can be translated into results for
the partial function 휈 ↦ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) by swapping the role of 휇 and 휈 and replacing 휙 with 휙†.
Note that (휙†)′(∞) = lim푥→0+ 휙(푥) and (휙†)′(−∞) = lim푥→0− 휙(푥), and for many divergences
of interest (including the Kullback–Leibler divergence) at least one of 휙′(∞) and 휙(0) will be
nite. See Table 1 for some examples.
4.2 Variational representations: general measures
In this section, we x a nite non-negative measure 휈 ∈ℳ+ and study the convex functionalD휙,휈 ∶ 휇 ↦ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) on a space of nite measures put in dual pairing with a space of functions
via ⟨휇, 푔⟩ = 휇(푔) for a measure 휇 and function 푔. We consider two types of dual pairs depending
on whether the space of measures is contained inℳ푐(휈) (as discussed below Denition 4.1.2,
measures 휇 with 휇  휈 require a separate treatment). Generic instances of these two types of
duals pairs will be denoted by (푋,푌) and (풳,풴) throughout this section and we assume that the
spaces constituting those pairs are endowed with topologies compatible with the pairing (for
example the weak topologies as in Example 3.2.2). Finally, we require that the spaces considered
contain a large enough class of “elementary” measures or functions as stated next.
Assumption 4.2.1. The pairs (푋,푌) and (풳,풴) are in separating duality and satisfy:
1.
{휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) ||||| 푑휇푑휈 ∈ 퐿∞(휈)} ⊆ 푋 ⊆ℳ푐(휈) and 퐿∞(휈) ⊆ 푌 ⊆ 퐿0(휈).
2.
{휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) ||||| 푑휇푑휈 ∈ 퐿∞(휈)} ⊆ 풳 ⊆ ℳ and ℒ푏(Ω) ⊆ 풴 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω). Furthermore for any퐴 ∈ 풜 ⧵ {∅} with 휈(퐴) = 0, there exists 휇 ∈ 풳+ ⧵ {0} such that 휇(Ω ⧵ 퐴) = 0.
Examples of such dual pairs are (푋,푌) = (ℳ푐(휈), 퐿∞(휈)) and (풳,풴) = (ℳ,ℒ푏(Ω)). Another
example is given by the following denition constructing a dual pair tailored to a specic class
of function 풢, as will be useful when considering IPMs.
Denition 4.2.2. For a (possibly empty) set 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω,풜), dene the space 풳풢 ⊆ℳ as the set
of all 휇 integrating every 푔 ∈ 풢 (i.e. such that |휇|(|푔|) <∞), and dene the space 풴풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω,풜)
as the set of all ℎ such that ℎ is 휇-integrable for every 휇 ∈ 풳풢.
Similarly, for 휈 ∈ℳ+ and a (possibly empty) set 풢 ⊆ 퐿0(휈), dene 푋풢(휈) ≝ 풳풢 ∩ℳ푐(휈), and
dene the space 푌풢 ⊆ 퐿0(휈) as the set of all ℎ such that ℎ is 휇-integrable for every 휇 ∈ 풳풢.
Lemma 4.2.3. The pairs (풳풢,풴풢) and (푋풢(휈), 푌풢(휈)) from Denition 4.2.2 satisfy
(i) For every 휇 ∈ 풳풢 (respectively 휇 ∈ 푋풢(휈)), {휇′ ∈ℳ푐(휇) |||||| 푑휇′푑휇 ∈ 퐿∞(휇)} is contained in풳풢
(respectively 푋풢). Furthermore,풳풢 contains all Dirac measures.
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(ii) 풴풢 (respectively 푌풢) contains 풢 and ℒ푏(Ω,풜) (respectively 퐿∞(휈)).
(iii) The map (휇, ℎ)↦ 휇(ℎ) puts (풳풢,풴풢) (respectively (푋풢, 푌풢)) in dual pairing.
In particular,
(푋풢(휈), 푌풢(휈)) satises Assumption 4.2.1 1., and (풳풢,풴풢) satises Assumption 4.2.1
2.
Proof. (i) For 휇 ∈ 풳풢 (resp. 휇 ∈ 푋풢) and function 푑휇′푑휇 ∈ 퐿∞(휇), we have|휇′|(|푔|) = ∫ ||||||||푑휇′푑휇 |||||||||푔|푑|휇| ≤ ‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖푑휇′푑휇 ‖‖‖‖‖‖‖‖∞⋅ |휇|(|푔|) <∞ .풳풢 contains all Diracmeasures since for every 푔 ∈ 풢 and휔 ∈ Ω, we have |훿휔|(|푔|) = |푔(휔)| <∞.
(ii) All nite signed measures integrate all bounded measurable functions, and the contain-
ment of 풢 is by denition.
(iii) That (휇, ℎ)↦ 휇(ℎ) is well-dened, and separation is by (i) and (ii).
The following proposition gives an explicit formula for the convex conjugate D⋆휙,휈 dened for푔 ∈ 푌 by D⋆휙,휈(푔) = sup휇∈푋{휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} (5)
and states that D휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous. Using the identity D휙,휈 = D⋆⋆휙,휈 we thus obtain a
variational representation of D휙(휇 ‖ 휈), expressing it as the solution of an optimization problem
over 푌. Since 푋 ⊆ℳ푐(휈), D휙,휈 coincides with the integral functional 퐼휙,휈. This lets us exploit
the well-known fact that under mild assumptions, (퐼휙,휈, 퐼휙⋆,휈) form a pair of convex conjugate
functionals. This fact was rst observed in [LZ56] in the context of Orlicz spaces, and then
generalized in [Roc68, Roc71].
Proposition 4.2.4. Let (푋,푌) be a dual pair as in Assumption 4.2.1. Then the functional D휙,휈
over 푋 has convex conjugate D⋆휙,휈 given for all 푔 ∈ 푌 byD⋆휙,휈(푔) = 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) = ∫ 휙⋆◦푔 푑휈.
Furthermore D휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous, therefore for all 휇 ∈ 푋D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈푌{∫ 푔 푑휇 − ∫ 휙⋆◦푔 푑휈}. (6)
Proof. Since 휈 ∈ 푋 by assumption, the function D휙,휈 is proper and convex over 푋. The proposi-
tion is then immediate consequence of [Roc76, Theorem 3C] after identifyingℳ푐(휈) with 퐿1(휈)
by the Radon–Nikodym theorem and noting that 푋 and 푌 are decomposable [Roc76, Section 3]
by Assumption 4.2.1.
Example 4.2.5. Consider the case of the Kullback–Leibler divergence, corresponding to the
function 휙 ∶ 푥 ↦ 푥 log푥. A simple computation gives 휙⋆(푥) = 푒푥−1 and (6) yields as a
variational representation, for all 휇 ∈ 푋D(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − ∫ 푒푔−1 푑휈}, (7)
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Note that this representation diers from the Donsker–Varadhan representation (1) discussed in
the introduction. This discrepancy will be explained in the next section.
The variational representation of the 휙-divergence in Proposition 4.2.4 is well-known (see e.g.
[RRGGP12]). If 휙′(±∞) ≠ ±∞, it is also of interest to consider the case of a space 풳 containing
measures 휇 such that 휇  휈, which has comparatively been less studied in the literature. The
following proposition gives an expression for D⋆휙,휈 in this case, which is new to the best of our
knowledge.
Proposition 4.2.6. Let (풳,풴) be a dual pair as in Assumption 4.2.1. Then the functional D휙,휈
over풳 has convex conjugate D⋆휙,휈 given for all 푔 ∈ 풴 by
D⋆휙,휈(푔) = {퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) if 푔(Ω) ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)]+∞ otherwise= 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) + 훿[−∞,휙′(∞)](sup 푔(Ω)) + 훿[휙′(−∞),∞](inf 푔(Ω)) .
Proof. For 푔 ∈ 풴, let us dene 퐶(푔) ≝ 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) + 훿[−∞,휙′(∞)](sup 푔(Ω)) + 훿[휙′(−∞),∞](inf 푔(Ω)),
our purported expression for D⋆휙,휈(푔).
First, we show that sup휇∈풳{휇(푔)−D휙,휈(휇)} ≤ 퐶(푔). We assume that 푔(Ω) ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)],
otherwise 퐶(푔) = +∞ and there is nothing to prove. For 휇 ∈ 풳, write 휇 = 휇푐 + 휇+푠 − 휇−푠 with휇푐 ∈ℳ푐(휈) and 휇+푠 , 휇+푠 ∈ℳ+푠 (휈). Then,휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇) = 휇푐(푔) − 퐼휙,휈(푑휇푐푑휈 ) + 휇+푠 (푔) − 휇+푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(∞) − 휇−푠 (푔) + 휇−푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(−∞). (8)
Observe that 휇푐(푔)− 퐼휙,휈(푑휇푑휈 ) = 휈(푑휇푐푑휈 ⋅ 푔 − 휙◦푑휇푐푑휈 ) ≤ 휈(휙⋆◦푔) = 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔), by the Fenchel–Young
inequality applied to 휙 and monotonicity of the integral. Since sup 푔(Ω) ≤ 휙′(∞), we have휇+푠 (푔) − 휇+푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(∞) = 휇+푠 (푔 − 휙′(∞)) ≤ 0. Similarly 휇−푠 (Ω) ⋅ 휙′(−∞) − 휇−푠 (푔) ≤ 0. Using
these bounds in (8) yields 휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇) ≤ 퐶(푔) as desired.
Next, we show that sup휇∈풳{휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} ≥ 퐶(푔). Observe thatsup휇∈풳{휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} ≥ sup휇∈풳푐(휈){휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} = 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) , (9)
where the equality follows fromProposition 4.2.4 applied to푋 = 풳푐(휈) and푌 = 풴∕ ∼휈. If 푔(Ω) ⊆[휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)], then 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) = 퐶(푔) and (9) gives the desired conclusion. If sup 푔(Ω) > 휙′(∞),
let 훼 ∈ ℝ such that 휙′(∞) < 훼 < sup 푔(Ω). Then 퐴 = {휔 ∈ Ω | 푔(휔) > 훼} is a non-empty
measurable set. If 휈(퐴) > 0, then 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) = ∞ = 퐶(푔), since dom휙⋆ ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)] and
(9) again gives the desired conclusion. If 휈(퐴) = 0, then by Assumption 4.2.1, there exists휇퐴 ∈ 풳+ ⧵ {0} such that 휇퐴(Ω ⧵ 퐴) = 0. But thensup휇∈풳{휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} ≥ sup푐>0 {푐휇퐴(푔) − D휙,휈(푐휇퐴)} = sup푐>0 {푐휇퐴(푔) − 푐휇퐴(Ω) ⋅ 휙′(∞)}≥ sup푐>0 {푐휇퐴(Ω) ⋅ (훼 − 휙′(∞))} = +∞ = 퐶(푔) ,
where the rst equality is because 휇퐴 ∈ 풳+푠 (휈). The case inf 푔(Ω) < 휙′(−∞) is analogous.
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Remark 4.2.7. Compared to the expression for D⋆휙,휈 obtained in Proposition 4.2.4, the expression
in Proposition 4.2.6 explicitly constrains the range of 푔 to be contained in [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)]. Note
however, that there is an implicit constraint on the essential range of 푔 in Proposition 4.2.4.
Indeed, unless it is contained in dom휙⋆ = [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)], the integral functional 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) is
innite. As such, Proposition 4.2.6 simply extends this implicit constraint to the entire range of푔 to account for the measures 휇 ∈ 풳 with 휇  휈.
Finally, we prove that D휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous over 풳, yielding a variational represen-
tation of D휙(휇 ‖ 휈), even when 휇  휈.
Proposition 4.2.8. Let (풳,풴) be a dual pair as in Assumption 4.2.1. Then D휙,휈 is lower semicon-
tinuous, equivalently, we have for all 휇 ∈ 풳 the biconjugate representationD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup{휇(푔) − 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) |||| 푔 ∈ 풴 ∧ 푔(Ω) ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)]} .
Proof. Since D휙,휈 is convex and proper, it suces to show that D⋆⋆휙,휈 ≥ D휙,휈. For 휇 ∈ 푋, we write휇 = 휇푐 + 휇+푠 − 휇−푠 with 휇푐 ∈ ℳ푐(휈), and 휇+푠 , 휇−푠 ∈ ℳ+푠 (휈) by the Lebesgue and Hahn–Jordan
decompositions. Furthermore, let (퐶, 푃,푁) ∈ 풜3 be a partition of Ω such that |휇푐|(Ω ⧵ 퐶) =휈(Ω ⧵ 퐶) = 0, 휇+푠 (Ω ⧵ 푃) = 0 and 휇−푠 (Ω ⧵푁) = 0. By Proposition 4.2.6,D⋆⋆휙,휈 (휇) = sup{휇푐(푔) − 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) + 휇+푠 (푔) − 휇−푠 (푔) |||| 푔 ∈ 풴 ∧ 푔(Ω) ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)]} . (10)
Let 훼 ∈ ℝ such that 훼 < 퐼휙,휈(푑휇푐푑휈 ). Applying Proposition 4.2.4 with 푋 = ℳ푐(휈) and푌 = 퐿∞(휈), we get the existence of 푔푐 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) such that 휇푐(푔푐) − 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔푐) > 훼. Furthermore,
since dom휙⋆ ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)], we have that 푔푐 ∈ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)] 휈-almost everywhere.
Consequently, there exists a representative 푔̃푐 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω) of 푔푐 such that for every휔 ∈ Ω, 휙′(−∞) ≤ess inf 휈 푔푐 ≤ 푔̃푐(휔) ≤ ess sup휈 푔푐 ≤ 휙′(∞).
For 훽, 훾 ∈ ℝ ∩ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)] ⊇ dom휙⋆ (nonempty since 휙 is convex and proper), dene푔 ∶ Ω→ ℝ by 푔(휔) = ⎧⎨⎩
푔̃푐(휔) if 휔 ∈ 퐶훽 if 휔 ∈ 푃훾 if 휔 ∈ 푁 .
By construction 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω) and thus 푔 ∈ 풴 by Assumption 4.2.1. Furthermore, 휇푐(푔)− 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) =휇푐(푔̃푐) − 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔̃푐) = 휇푐(푔푐) − 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔푐) > 훼, 휇+푠 (푔) = 휇+푠 (Ω) ⋅ 훽, and 휇−푠 (푔) = 휇−푠 (Ω) ⋅ 훾. Since푔(Ω) ⊆ [휙′(−∞), 휙′(∞)] by construction, for this choice of 푔 ∈ 푌, the optimand in (10) is at
least 훼 + 휇+푠 (Ω) ⋅ 훽 − 휇−푠 (Ω) ⋅ 훾, which concludes the proof since 훼, 훽, 훾 can be made arbitrarily
close to 퐼휙,휈(푑휇푐푑휈 ), 휙′(∞), and 휙′(−∞) respectively.
4.3 Variational representations: probability measures
When applied to probability measures, which are the main focus of this paper, the variational
representations provided by Propositions 4.2.4 and 4.2.8 are loose. This fact was rst explicitly
mentioned in [RRGGP12], where the authors also suggested that tighter representations could
be obtained by specializing the derivation to probability measures.
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Specically, given a dual pair (푋,푌) as in Section 4.2, we restrictD휙,휈 to probability measures
by dening D˜휙,휈 ∶ 휇 ↦ D휙,휈(휇) + 훿ℳ1(휇) for 휇 ∈ 푋. For 푔 ∈ 푌 we getD˜⋆휙,휈(푔) = sup휇∈푋{휇(푔) − D˜휙,휈(휇)} = sup휇∈푋1{휇(푔) − D휙,휈(휇)} . (11)
Observe that compared to (5), the supremum is now taken over the smaller set 푋1 = 푋 ∩ℳ1,
and thus D˜⋆휙,휈 ≤ D⋆휙,휈. When D˜휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous we then get for 휇 ∈ 푋1D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = D˜휙,휈(휇) = D˜⋆⋆휙,휈 (휇) = sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − D˜⋆휙,휈(푔)} . (12)
This representation should be contrasted with the one obtained in Section 4.2, D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) =sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − D⋆휙,휈(푔)}, which holds for any 휇 ∈ 푋 and in which the optimand is smaller than
in (12) for all 푔 ∈ 푌 (see also Example 4.3.6 below for an illustration).
In the rest of this section, we carry out the above program by giving an explicit expression forD˜⋆휙,휈 dened in (11) and showing that D˜휙,휈 is lower semi-continuous. We start with the following
lemma giving a simpler expression for D˜휙,휈.
Lemma 4.3.1. Dene 휙+ ∶ 푥 ↦ 휙(푥) + 훿ℝ≥0(푥) for 푥 ∈ ℝ. Then for all 휇 ∈ 푋D˜휙,휈(휇) = D휙+,휈(휇) + 훿{1}(휇(Ω)) .
Proof. Using the same notations as in Denition 4.1.2, and since 휙′+(−∞) = −∞, it is easy to
see that D휙+,휈(휇) equals +∞ whenever 휇−푠 ≠ 0 or 휈({휔 ∈ Ω |||| 푑휇푐푑휈 (휔) < 0}) ≠ 0 and equalsD휙,휈(휇) otherwise. In other words, D휙+,휈(휇) = D휙,휈(휇) + 훿ℳ+(휇). This concludes the proof since훿ℳ+(휇) + 훿{1}(휇(Ω)) = 훿ℳ1(휇).
In the expression of D˜휙,휈 given by Lemma 4.3.1, the non-negativity constraint on 휇 is “en-
coded” directly in the denition of 휙+, only leaving the constraint 휇(Ω) = 1 explicit. Since휇(Ω) = ∫ ퟏΩ 푑휇, this is an ane constraint which is well-suited to a convex duality treatment.
In particular, we can use Proposition 3.2.11 to compute D˜⋆휙,휈.
Proposition 4.3.2. Assume that 휈 ∈ℳ1 and dene 휙+ ∶ 푥 ↦ 휙(푥) + 훿ℝ≥0(푥). Then,
1. the convex conjugate of D˜휙,휈 with respect to a dual pair (푋,푌) satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 1.
is, for all 푔 ∈ 푌, D˜⋆휙,휈(푔) = inf휆∈ℝ{∫ 휙⋆+ (푔 + 휆)푑휈 − 휆} . (13)
2. the convex conjugate of D˜휙,휈 with respect to a dual pair (풳,풴) satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 2.
is, for all 푔 ∈ 풴 ,˜D⋆휙,휈(푔) = inf{∫ 휙⋆+ (푔 + 휆)푑휈 − 휆 ||||||| 휆 + sup 푔(Ω) ≤ 휙′(∞)} . (14)
In (13) and (14) the inmum is reached whenever it is nite. In particular, this is the case in (13)
whenever 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) and in (14) whenever 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω).
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Proof. The rst part of the proof is identical for both statements of Proposition 4.3.2. We use
Lemma 4.3.1 and apply Proposition 3.2.11 with 푓 = D휙+,휈, 푦 = ퟏΩ and 휀 = 1. We need to verify
that 1 ∈ int({휇(ퟏΩ) | 휇 ∈ domD휙+,휈}). Let 훼 > 0 such that (1 − 훼, 1 + 훼) ⊆ dom휙+ (such an 훼
exists since we assumed that dom휙 contains a neighborhood of 1). Then we have for each 훽 ∈(1−훼, 1+훼) thatD휙+,휈(훽휈) = 퐼휙+,휈(훽) = 휙(훽) <∞, and so {휇(ퟏΩ) |휇 ∈ domD휙+,휈} ⊇ {훽휈(ퟏΩ) |훽 ∈ (1 − 훼, 1 + 훼)} = (1 − 훼, 1 + 훼) which contains 1 as desired.
Thus, by Proposition 3.2.11, for all 푔 ∈ 푌 (resp. 푔 ∈ 풴)D˜⋆휙,휈(푔) = inf휆∈ℝ{D⋆휙+,휈(푔 + 휆) − 휆} ,
where the inmum is reached whenever it is nite.
1. Equation (13) follows immediately since in this case, D⋆휙+,휈(푔) = 퐼휙⋆+,휈(푔) for all 푔 ∈ 푌 by
Proposition 4.2.4.
2. Similarly, Equation (14) follows by using the expression of D⋆휙+,휈(푔) given by Proposi-
tion 4.2.6 after observing that 휙′+(∞) = 휙′(∞), 휙′+(−∞) = −∞.
It remains to verify the claims about niteness of D˜⋆휙,휈(푔). For 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈), write 푀 ≝ess sup휈 푔. Since int(dom휙⋆+ ) = (−∞, 휙′(∞)), for any 퐴 < 휙′(∞), the choice of 휆 = 퐴 −푀
makes the optimand in (13) nite. Similarly the choice 휆 = 퐴 − sup 푔(Ω) for 퐴 < 휙′(∞)makes
the optimand in (14) nite when 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω).
Remark 4.3.3. Since dom휙⋆+ = (−∞, 휙′(∞)], the optimization variable 휆 in (13) is in fact
implicitly constrained to 휆 + ess sup휈 푔 ≤ 휙′(∞). In (14) this constraint is extended to the (true)
supremum of 푔 to account for singular measures in 풳 (see also Remark 4.2.7 above).
Example 4.3.4. To illustrate the eect of the restriction to probability measures we consider
the squared Hellinger distance, which is the 휙-divergence for 휙(푥) = 휙+(푥) = (√푥 − 1)2. A
simple computation gives 휙⋆(푥) = 2푥2−푥 for 푥 < 2 and 휙⋆(푥) = ∞ for 푥 ≥ 2. In particular, for
any function 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω) such that ess sup휈 푔 > 2, we have D⋆휙,휈(푔) = 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) = ∞, but because
of the optimal additive 휆 shift in (13), we have D˜⋆휙,휈(푔) <∞.
As a corollary, we obtain a dierent variational representation of the 휙-divergence, valid for
probability measures and containing as a special case the Donsker–Varadhan representation of
the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
Corollary 4.3.5. Assume that 휈 ∈ℳ1 and dene 휙+ ∶ 푥 ↦ 휙(푥) + 훿ℝ≥0(푥). Then,
1. For a dual pair (푋,푌) satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 1., D˜휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous over 푋.
In particular for all probability measures 휇 ∈ 푋1 = 푋 ∩ℳ1D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − inf휆∈ℝ{퐼휙⋆+,휈(푔 + 휆) − 휆}}.
2. For a dual pair (풳,풴) satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 2., D˜휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous over풳.
In particular for all probability measures 휇 ∈ 풳1 = 풳 ∩ℳ1D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈풴{휇(푔) − inf {퐼휙⋆+,휈(푔 + 휆) − 휆 |||| 휆 + sup 푔(Ω) ≤ 휙′(∞)}}.
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Proof. Since ퟏΩ ∈ 푌, the linear form 휇 ↦ 휇(ퟏΩ) is continuous for any topology compatible with
the dual pair (푋,푌). Consequently, the function 휇 ↦ 훿{1}(휇(Ω)) is lower semicontinuous as the
composition of the lower semicontinuous function 훿{1} with a continuous function. Finally,D휙+,휈
is lower semicontinuous by Propositions 4.2.4 and 4.2.8. Hence D˜휙,휈 is lower semicontinuous as
the sum of two lower semicontinuous functions, by using the expression in Lemma 4.3.1. The
variational representation immediately follows by expressing D˜휙,휈 as its biconjugate.
Example 4.3.6. As in Example 4.2.5, we consider the case of the Kullback–Leibler divergence,
given by 휙(푥) = 휙+(푥) = 푥 log푥. For a dual pair (푋,푌) satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 1., and since휙⋆(푥) = 푒푥−1 Proposition 4.3.2 implies that for 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 푌,D˜⋆휙,휈(푔) = inf휆∈ℝ ∫ 푒푔+휆−1 푑휈 − 휆 = log ∫ 푒푔 푑휈 ,
where the last equality comes from the optimal choice of 휆 = − log ∫ 푒푔−1 푑휈. Using Corol-
lary 4.3.5 we obtain for all probability measure 휇 ∈ 푋1D(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − log ∫ 푒푔 푑휈}= sup푔∈푌{휇(푔) − 휈(푔) − log ∫ 푒(푔−휈(푔)) 푑휈} ,
which is the Donsker–Varadhan representation of the Kullback–Leibler divergence [DV76]. For휇 ∈ 푋1, the variational representation obtained in (7) can be equivalently writtenD(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔∈푌{1 + 휇(푔) − ∫ 푒푔 푑휈} .
Using the inequality log(푥) ≤ 푥 − 1 for 푥 > 0, we see that the optimand in the previous
supremum is smaller than the optimand in the Donsker–Varadhan representation for all 푔 ∈ 푌.
We thus obtained a “tighter” variational representation by restricting the divergence to probability
measures.
Example 4.3.7. Consider the family of divergences 휙(푥) = |푥 − 1|훼∕훼 for 훼 ≥ 1. A simple
computation gives 휙⋆(푦) = 푦 + |푦|훽∕훽 where 훽 ≥ 1 is such that 1훼 + 1훽 = 1. In [JHW17],
the authors used the variational representation given by Proposition 4.2.4, that is D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) =sup푔 휇(푔) − 휈(휙⋆(푔)). However, Corollary 4.3.5 shows that the tight representation uses 휙⋆+ (푦)
which has the piecewise denition 푦+|푦|훽∕훽 when 푦 ≥ −1 and the constant−1∕훼when 푦 ≤ −1,
and writes D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = sup푔 휇(푔) − inf 휆 휈(휙⋆+ (푔 + 휆)). Note that the shift, in e.g. the case 훼 = 2,
reduces the second term from the raw second moment 휈(푔2) to something no larger than the
variance 휈((푔 − 휈(푔))2), which is potentially much smaller.
5 Optimal bounds for a single function and reference measure
As a rst step to understand the relationship between a 휙-divergence and an IPM, we consider
the case of a single xed probability measure 휈 ∈ ℳ1 and measurable function 푔 ∈ ℒ0, and
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study the optimal lower bound of D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) in terms on the mean deviation 휇(푔) − 휈(푔). We
characterize this optimal lower bound and its convex conjugate in Section 5.1 and then present
implications for topological question regarding the divergence itself in subsequent sections.
In the remainder of this work, since we are interested in probability measures, which are in
particular non-negative, we assume without loss of generality that 휙 is innite on the negative
reals, that is휙(푥) = 휙+(푥) = 휙(푥)+훿ℝ≥0(푥). As per the discussion in Section 4.3 (see in particular
Lemma 4.3.1), this does not change the value of the divergence on non-negative measures, that
is D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = D휙+(휇 ‖ 휈) for 휇 ∈ ℳ+, but yields a tighter variational representation since휙⋆+ ≤ 휙⋆.
Furthermore, since for probability measuresD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) is invariant to ane shifts of the form휙˜(푥) = 휙(푥)+ 푐 ⋅ (푥−1) for 푐 ∈ ℝ, it will be convenient to assume that 0 ∈ 휕휙(1) (e.g. 휙′(1) = 0),
equivalently that 휙 is non-negative and has global minimum at 휙(1) = 0. This can always be
achieved by an appropriate choice of 푐 and is therefore without loss of generality. As an example,
we now write for the Kullback–Leibler divergence 휙(푥) = 푥 log푥 − 푥 + 1 which is non-negative
with 휙′(1) = 0, and equivalent to the standard denition 휙(푥) = 푥 log푥.
5.1 Derivation of the bound
We rst dene the optimal lower bound function, which comes in two avors depending on
whether the mean deviation or the absolute mean deviation is considered.
Denition 5.1.1. For a probabilitymeasure 휈 ∈ℳ1, a function 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈), and set of probability
measures푀 integrating 푔, the optimal lower bound on D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) in terms of the mean deviation
is the functionℒ푔,휈,푀 dened for 휀 ∈ ℝ by:ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) ≝ inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| 휇 ∈ 푀 ∧ 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀}ℒ{±푔},휈,푀(휀) ≝ inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| 휇 ∈ 푀 ∧ |휇(푔) − 휈(푔)| = 휀}= min{ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀),ℒ푔,휈,푀(−휀)} (15)
where we follow the standard convention that the inmum of the empty set is +∞. For the
common case where푀 = 푋1푔(휈) (see Denition 4.2.2) we drop the푀 subscript and simply writeℒ푔,휈, and similarly the case푀 = 풳1푔 is abbreviated asℒ푔,휈,⟂.
Lemma 5.1.2. For every 휈 ∈ℳ1, 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈), and convex set푀 of probability measures integrating푔, the functionℒ푔,휈,푀 is convex and non-negative. Furthermore,ℒ푔,휈,푀(0) = 0 whenever 휈 ∈ 푀.
Proof. We have that ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = inf휇∈푀{D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) + 훿{0}(휇(푔) − 휈(푔) − 휀)} (16)
is the inmum of the jointly convex function (휇, 휀) ↦ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) + 훿{0}(휇(푔) − 휈(푔) − 휀) over
the convex set of measures푀, and so is convex. Non-negativity follows from non-negativity ofD휙(⋅ ‖ 휈) and the choice 휇 = 휈 impliesℒ푔,휈,푀(0) = 0 when 휈 ∈ 푀.
We compute the convex conjugate ofℒ푔,휈 by applying Fenchel duality to Eq. (16).
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Proposition 5.1.3. Let 휈 ∈ℳ1. Then for 푔 ∈ 퐿1(휈) and 푡 ∈ ℝ,ℒ⋆푔,휈(푡) = inf{∫ 휙⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 − 푡 ⋅ 휈(푔) − 휆 ||||||| 휆 ∈ ℝ} , (17)
and similarly for 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈) and 푡 ∈ ℝ,ℒ⋆푔,휈,⟂(푡) = inf{∫ 휙⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 − 푡 ⋅ 휈(푔) − 휆 ||||||| 휆 + sup(푡 ⋅ 푔(Ω)) ≤ 휙′(∞)} . (18)
Furthermore, we have for푀 ∈ {푋1푔(휈),풳1푔} and 휀 ∈ ℝ thatℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = ℒ⋆⋆푔,휈,푀(휀) if and only if
strong duality holds in the optimization problem Eq. (16).
Remark 5.1.4. Proposition 5.1.3 holds more generally for ℒ푔,휈,푋1 where (푋,푌) is a dual pair
satisfying Assumption 4.2.1 and 푔 ∈ 푌. This shows in particular that the convex conjugate ofℒ푔,휈,푋1 does not depend on 푋 as long as 푋 is suciently large. Thus, in the rest of this section
we focus on the largest possible choice that is 푋 = 푋푔(휈) and 푋 = 풳푔 (see Denition 4.2.2).
Remark 5.1.5. Note that if 휙′(∞) = ∞ then the inmum in Eq. (18) is taken over all 휆 ∈ ℝ and so
Eq. (18) and Eq. (17) coincide, which is consistent with the fact that, in this case, D휙,휈 is innite
on singular measures. More generally, since dom휙⋆ ⊆ [−∞, 휙′(∞)], Eq. (17) is equivalent to
optimizing over 휆 such that 휆 + ess sup휈 푡푔 ≤ 휙′(∞), where in Eq. (18) the essential supremum
is replaced by the true supremum.
Proof. For 푋 ∈ {푋푔(휈),풳푔}, let Φ ∶ 푋 → ℝ dened by Φ(푥) = D˜휙,휈(푥 + 휈) so that Φ is convex,
lsc, non-negative, and 0 at 0. Furthermore, Φ⋆(ℎ) = D˜⋆휙,휈(ℎ) − 휈(ℎ) for ℎ ∈ 푌, andℒ푔,휈,푋1(휀) =inf {Φ(푥) | ⟨푥, 푔⟩ = 휀}. The result then follows by Propositions 3.2.11 and 4.3.2.
Remark 5.1.6. Unlike in Proposition 4.3.2, it is not always true that the interiority constraint
qualication conditions hold, and indeed strong duality does not always hold for the optimization
problem (16). For example, for Ω = (−1∕2, 1∕2), 휈 the Lebesgue measure, 푔 the canonical
injection into ℝ, and 휙 ∶ 푥 ↦ |푥 − 1| corresponding to the total variation distance, we haveℒ푔,휈(±1∕2) = ℒ푔,휈,⟂(±1∕2) = ∞ butℒ푔,휈,⟂(푥) ≤ ℒ푔,휈(푥) ≤ 2 for |푥| < 1∕2. However, as noted
in Theorem 5.1.12 below, this generally does not matter since it only aects the boundary of
the domain ofℒ푔,휈 orℒ푔,휈,⟂, which contains at most two points. Furthermore, we will show
in Corollary 5.3.6 via a compactness argument that when 휙′(∞) = ∞ and domℒ⋆푔,휈 = ℝ—e.g.
when 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈)—strong duality holds in (16).
We can simplify the expressions in Proposition 5.1.3 by introducing the function 휓 ∶ 푥 ↦휙(푥 + 1). We state some useful properties of its conjugate 휓⋆ below.
Lemma 5.1.7. The function 휓⋆ ∶ 푥 ↦ 휙⋆(푥) − 푥 is non-negative, convex, and inf-compact.
Furthermore, it satises 휓⋆(0) = 0, 휓⋆(푥) ≤ −푥 when 푥 ≤ 0, and int(dom휓⋆) = (−∞, 휙′(∞))
(recall that we assume dom휙 ⊆ ℝ≥0).
Lemma 5.1.7 follows immediately from basic results in convex analysis, though for complete-
ness we include a proof in Appendix A.2. The right-hand side of Eq. (17), expressed in terms of휓⋆, will be central to our theory, so we give it a name in the following denition.
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Denition 5.1.8 (Cumulant generating function). For 휈 ∈ ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈), we dene the(휙, 휈)-cumulant generating function 퐾푔,휈 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ for 푡 ∈ ℝ by퐾푔,휈(푡) ≝ inf휆∈ℝ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 (19)
Similarly, given 푔 ∈ ℒ0(Ω), the (휙, 휈,⟂)-cumulant generating function is given, for 푡 ∈ ℝ, by퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡) ≝ inf {∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 ||||||| 휆 + sup(푡 ⋅ 푔(Ω)) ≤ 휙′(∞)}
In particular 퐾푔,휈,⟂ ≥ 퐾푔,휈, and 퐾푔,휈,⟂ = 퐾푔,휈 if 휙′(∞) = ∞. Note also that sup(푡 ⋅ 푔(Ω)) is the
piecewise-linear function
sup(푡 ⋅ 푔(Ω)) = {푡 ⋅ sup 푔(Ω) 푡 ≥ 0푡 ⋅ inf 푔(Ω) 푡 ≤ 0 .
Example 5.1.9. For the Kullback–Leibler divergence, we see by Example 4.3.6 that 퐾푔,휈(푡) =log 휈(푒푡(푔−휈(푔))), which is the standard (centered) cumulant generating function, thereby justify-
ing the name.
Remark 5.1.10. Since themean deviation, and thus the optimal boundℒ푔,휈 is invariant to shifting푔 by a constant, we are in fact implicitly working in the quotient space 퐿1(휈)∕ℝퟏΩ. As such,푔 ↦ inf 휆∈ℝ 퐼휓⋆,휈(푔 + 휆) can be interpreted as the integral functional induced by 퐼휓⋆,휈 on this
quotient space, by considering its inmum over all representatives of a given equivalence class.
This is analogous to the denition of a norm on a quotient space.
The following proposition states some basic properties of the cumulant generating function.
As with Lemma 5.1.7, they follow from basic results in convex analysis, and we defer the proof
to Appendix A.2.
Proposition 5.1.11. For every 휈 ∈ ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(Ω), 퐾푔,휈 ∶ ℝ → ℝ is non-negative, convex,
lower semicontinuous, and satises 퐾푔,휈(0) = 0. Furthermore, it is inf-compact unless there is푐 ∈ ℝ such that 푔 = 푐 휈-a.s., in which case 퐾푔,휈 ≡ 0.
With these denitions, we can state the main result of this section giving an expression for
the optimal lower bound function.
Theorem 5.1.12. Let 휈 ∈ℳ1. Then for every 푔 ∈ 퐿1(휈) and 휀 ∈ int(domℒ푔,휈),ℒ푔,휈(휀) = 퐾⋆푔,휈(휀) . (20)
Similarly, for every 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈) and 휀 ∈ int(domℒ푔,휈,⟂),ℒ푔,휈,⟂(휀) = 퐾⋆푔,휈,⟂(휀) . (21)
In particular, if 휙′(∞) = ∞ thenℒ푔,휈 = ℒ푔,휈,⟂ over int(domℒ푔,휈).
Furthermore, ifℒ is lower semi-continuous, equivalently if strong duality holds in (16), then
(20) and (21) hold for all 휀 ∈ ℝ.
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Remark 5.1.13. As in Remark 5.1.4, the above theorem holds more generally forℒ푔,휈,푋1 andℒ푔,휈,풳1 for any spaces 푋 and 풳 satisfying Assumption 4.2.1.
Proof. Sinceℒ is proper and convex by Lemma 5.1.2, we haveℒ = ℒ⋆⋆ except possibly at the
boundary of its domain, so this is simply a restatement of Proposition 5.1.3 using the terminology
from Denition 5.1.8.
The following easy corollary, is an “operational” restatement of Theorem 5.1.12 highlighting
the duality between upper bounding the cumulant generating function and lower bounding the휙-divergence by a convex lower semicontinuous function of the mean deviation.
Corollary 5.1.14. Let 휈 ∈ ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿1(휈) (resp. 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈)). Then for every convex lower
semicontinuous function 퐿 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ≥0, the following are equivalent:
(i) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) for every 휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) (resp. 휇 ∈ℳ1) integrating 푔.
(ii) 퐾푔,휈 ≤ 퐿⋆ (resp. 퐾푔,휈,⟂ ≤ 퐿⋆).
Theorem 5.1.12 also gives a useful characterization of the existence of a non-trivial lower
bound by the absolutemean deviation.
Corollary 5.1.15. For 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿1(휈), the optimal lower boundℒ{±푔},휈 is non-zero if and
only if 0 ∈ int(dom퐾푔,휈). Similarly, for 푔 ∈ ℒ1(휈) the optimal lower boundℒ{±푔},휈,⟂ is non-zero
if and only if 0 ∈ int(dom퐾푔,휈,⟂). In other words, the following are equivalent
(i) there exists a non-zero function 퐿 ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ≥0 such that D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(|휇(푔) − 휈(푔)|) for
every 휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) (resp. 휇 ∈ℳ1) integrating 푔.
(ii) the function 퐾푔,휈 (resp. 퐾푔,휈,⟂) is nite on an open interval around 0.
Proof. For푀 ∈ {푋1푔(휈),풳1푔} we have by Eq. (15) that the functionℒ{±푔},휈,푀 is non-zero if and
only if there exists 휀 > 0 such that ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) ≠ 0 ≠ ℒ푔,휈,푀(−휀). Since ℒ푔,휈,푀 is convex, non-
negative, and 0 at 0 by Lemma 5.1.2, such an 휀 exists if and only if 0 is contained in the interval(ℒ′푔,휈,푀(−∞),ℒ′푔,휈,푀(∞)), the interior of the domain ofℒ⋆푔,휈,푀 .
Remark 5.1.16. Wewill see in Theorem 6.2.7 that when we consider a true IPMwhere we require
the bound 퐿 to hold for all 휈, the distinction between the absolutely continuous caseℳ1푐 (휈) and
the general caseℳ1 disappears.
5.2 Subexponential functions and connections to Orlicz spaces
In Sections 5.2 to 5.4, we explore properties of the set of functions satisfying the conditions of
Corollary 5.1.15, i.e. for which there is a non-trivial lower bound of the 휙-divergence in terms of
the absolute mean deviation, and show its relation to topological properties of the divergence. A
reader primarily interested in quantitative bounds for IPMs can skip to Section 6.
In light of Corollary 5.1.15, we need to consider the set of functions 푔 such that dom퐾푔,휈 ordom퐾푔,휈,⟂ contains a neighborhood of zero. The following lemma shows that this is the case for
bounded functions, and that furthermore, when 휙′(∞) <∞, boundedness is necessary. In other
words, when 휙′(∞) <∞, the 휙-divergence cannot upper bound the absolute mean deviation of
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an unbounded function. This is in sharp contrast with the KL divergence (with 휙′(∞) = ∞), for
which such upper bounds exist as long as the function satisfy Gaussian-type tail bounds [BLM13,
§4.9].
Lemma 5.2.1. Let 휈 ∈ ℳ1 be a probability measure. If 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω) (resp. 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈)) thendom퐾푔,휈 (resp. dom퐾푔,휈,⟂) is all of ℝ, and in particular contains a neighborhood of zero. Fur-
thermore, when 휙′(∞) < ∞, we have conversely that if 0 is in the interior of the domain of 퐾푔,휈
(resp. dom퐾푔,휈,⟂), then 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) (resp. 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω)), in which case 퐾푔,휈(푡) = 퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡) whenever|푡| ⋅ (sup 푔(Ω) − inf 푔(Ω)) ≤ 휙′(∞).
Proof. Recall that (−∞, 0] ⊆ dom휓⋆ and that 휓⋆(푥) ≤ −푥 for 푥 ≤ 0 by Lemma 5.1.7. For푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) (resp. 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(휈)), write 퐵 for ess sup휈|푔| (resp. sup휔∈Ω|푔(휔)|), and for 푡 ∈ ℝ, write휆 ≝ −|푡| ⋅ 퐵. Then we have that −2|푡|퐵 ≤ 푡 ⋅ 푔(휔) + 휆 ≤ 0 ≤ 휙′(∞) holds 휈-a.s. (resp. for all휔 ∈ Ω), and thus also 휓⋆(푡푔(휔)+휆) ≤ 2|푡| ⋅퐵 holds 휈-a.s. Thus퐾푔,휈(푡) (resp.퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡)) is at most2|푡| ⋅ 퐵 <∞ by denition, and since 푡 is arbitrary, we get dom퐾푔,휈 = ℝ (resp. dom퐾푔,휈,⟂ = ℝ).
We now assume 휙′(∞) <∞ and prove the converse claim. If 퐾휈,푔(푡) (resp. 퐾휈,푔,⟂(푡)) is nite
for some 푡 ∈ ℝ, then 푡푔 + 휆 ≤ 휙′(∞) holds 휈-a.s. (resp. for all 휔 ∈ Ω). In particular, if it holds
for some 푡 > 0, then ess sup휈 푔 (resp. sup 푔(Ω)) is nite, and if it holds for some 푡 < 0, theness inf 휈 푔 (resp. inf 푔(Ω)) is nite.
For the remaining claim, we have that퐾푔,휈(푡) = inf {퐼휓⋆,휈(푡푔+휆) |||| inf(휆+ 푡 ⋅푔(Ω)) ≤ 0}, since휓⋆ is non-decreasing onℝ≥0. But if sup(푡⋅푔(Ω))−inf(푡⋅푔(Ω)) ≤ 휙′(∞), then inf(휆+푡⋅푔(Ω)) ≤ 0
implies 휆 + sup(푡 ⋅ 푔(Ω)) ≤ 휙′(∞) and 퐾푔,휈(푡) ≥ 퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡) ≥ 퐾푔,휈(푡).
Since Lemma 5.2.1 completely characterize the existence of a non-trivial lower bound when휙′(∞) < ∞, we focus on the case 휙′(∞) = ∞ in the remainder of this section. Recall that퐾푔,휈 = 퐾푔,휈,⟂ in this case, so we only need to consider 퐾푔,휈 in the following denition.
Denition 5.2.2 (Subexponential functions). Let 휈 ∈ ℳ1 be a probability measure. We say
that the function 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈) is (휙, 휈)-subexponential if 0 ∈ int(dom퐾푔,휈) and we denote by 푆휙(휈)
the space of all such functions. We further say that 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈) is strongly (휙, 휈)-subexponential ifdom퐾푔,휈 = ℝ and denote by 푆휙♡ (휈) the space of all such functions.
Example 5.2.3. For the case of the KL-divergence, if the pushforward of 휈 induced by 푔 onℝ is the
Gaussian distribution (respectively the gamma distribution), then 푔 is strongly subexponential
(respectively subexponential). Furthermore, it follows from Example 5.1.9 that 푔 ∈ 푆휙(휈) i
the moment-generating function of 푔 is nite on a neighborhood of 0, which is the standard
denition of subexponential functions and thus justies our terminology.
Example 5.2.4. Lemma 5.2.1 shows that when 퐿∞(휈) ⊆ 푆휙♡ (휈) and that furthermore, if 휙′(∞) <∞, then 퐿∞(휈) = 푆휙♡ (휈) = 푆휙(휈).
We start with the following key lemma allowing us to relate the niteness of 퐾푔,휈 to the
niteness of the function 푡 ↦ 퐼휓⋆,휈(푡푔).
Lemma 5.2.5. For 휈 ∈ ℳ1, 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈), and 푡 ∈ dom퐾푔,휈, we have that if 휙′(∞) = ∞ (resp.휙′(∞) > 0) then for all 훼 ∈ (0, 1) (resp. there exists 훼 ∈ (0, 1)) such that 훼푡푔 ∈ dom 퐼휓⋆,휈.
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Proof. Let 휆 ∈ ℝ be such that ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 <∞ (such a 휆 exists since 푡 ∈ dom퐾푔,휈). Using
the convexity of 휓⋆, we get for any 훼 ∈ (0, 1)∫ 휓⋆(훼푡푔)푑휈 = ∫ 휓⋆(훼(푡푔 + 휆) + (1 − 훼) −훼휆1 − 훼)푑휈≤ 훼 ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 + (1 − 훼)휓⋆( −훼휆1 − 훼) .
The rst summand is nite by denition, and if −훼휆∕(1 − 훼) ∈ dom휓⋆ ⊇ (−∞, 휙′(∞)) then so
is the second summand. If 휙′(∞) = ∞ this holds for all 훼 ∈ (0, 1), and if 휙′(∞) > 0 it holds for
suciently small 훼 > 0.
Remark 5.2.6. When 휙′(∞) < ∞, it is not necessarily true that any 훼 ∈ (0, 1) can be used in
Lemma 5.2.5. For example, Lemma 5.2.1 implies that dom퐾푔,휈 = ℝ for all 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈), but sincedom휓⋆ ⊆ ( −∞, 휙′(∞)] we have 퐼휓⋆,휈(푡푔) = ∞ for suciently large (possibly only positive or
negative) 푡, unless 푔 is zero 휈-a.s.
The following proposition gives useful characterizations of subexponential functions in terms
of the niteness of dierent integral functionals of 푔.
Proposition 5.2.7. Suppose that 휙′(∞) = ∞ and x 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈). Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) 푔 is (휙, 휈)-subexponential
(ii) 퐾|푔|,휈(푡) <∞ for some 푡 > 0
(iii) 푔 ∈ 퐿휃(휈) for 휃 ∶ 푥 ↦ max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)} (here 퐿휃(휈) is the Orlicz space dened in
Section 3.3)
Proof. (푖) ⟹ (푖푖) If dom퐾푔,휈 contains an open interval around 0, Lemma 5.2.5 and the
convexity of dom 퐼휓⋆,휈 imply that there exists 푠 > 0 such that ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔)푑휈 <∞ for all |푡| < 푠. By
non-negativity of 휓⋆, ∫ 휓⋆(푡|푔|)푑휈 ≤ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔) + 휓⋆(−푡푔)푑휈 <∞ for all 푡 ∈ (−푠, 푠), which in
turns implies (−푠, 푠) ⊆ dom퐾|푔|,휈.(푖푖) ⟹ (푖푖푖) Dene 휂(푥) ≝ 휓⋆(|푥|). Since 휓⋆(푥) ≤ −푥 for 푥 ≤ 0 by Lemma 5.1.7, we
have that 휂(푥) ≤ 휃(푥) ≤ 휂(푥) + |푥| for all 푥 ∈ ℝ. Since we also have 퐿휂(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈), this implies
that 푔 ∈ 퐿휂(휈) if and only if 퐿휃(휈). We conclude after observing that 퐾|푔|,휈(푡) <∞ for some 푡 > 0
implies that 푔 ∈ 퐿휂(휈) by Lemma 5.2.5.(푖푖푖) ⟹ (푖) Observe that for all 푡 ∈ ℝ,max{퐾푔,휈(푡), 퐾푔,휈(−푡)} ≤ max{∫ 휓⋆(푡푔)푑휈, ∫ 휓⋆(−푡푔)푑휈} ≤ ∫ 휃(푡푔)푑휈 , (22)
where the rst inequality is by denition of 퐾푔,휈 and the second inequality is by monotonicity
of the integral and the denition of 휃. Since dom퐾푔,휈 is convex, if there exists 푡 > 0 such that퐼휃,휈(푡푔) <∞, then (22) implies that [−푡, 푡] ⊆ dom퐾푔,휈 and 푔 is (휙, 휈)-subexponential.
Remark 5.2.8. Though Proposition 5.2.7 implies that the set of (휙, 휈)-subexponential functions
is the same as the set 퐿휃(휈) for 휃(푥) = max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)}, we emphasize that the Luxemburg
norm ‖⋅‖휃 does not capture the relationship between D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) and the absolute mean deviation
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|휇(푔)−휈(푔)|. Theorem 5.1.12 shows that this relationship is quantied by퐾⋆푔,휈, which depends on
the growth of 퐾푔,휈(푡)with 푡, rather than just on 퐾−1푔,휈(1). Furthermore, the function 휃 itself, being
a symmetrization of 휓⋆, gives integral functionals which are potentially much larger than those
dened by 휓⋆, e.g. it is possible to havemax{퐾푔,휈(푡), 퐾푔,휈(−푡)} < inf 휆∈ℝ 퐼휃,휈(푡푔 + 휆) < 퐼휃,휈(푡푔).
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which is that the space 푆휙(휈) of(휙, 휈)-subexponential functions is the largest space of functions which can be put in dual pairing
with (the span of) all measures 휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) such that D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞, i.e. dom 퐼휙,휈.
Theorem 5.2.9. For 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈), the following are equivalent:
(i) 푔 is (휙, 휈)-subexponential, i.e. 푔 ∈ 푆휙(휈).
(ii) 푔 is 휇-integrable for every 휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) with D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞.
(iii) 푔 is 휇-integrable for every 휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) with D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞.
Proof. (푖) ⟹ (푖푖) If 휙′(∞) <∞ this follows since 퐿∞(휈) = 푆휙(휈), so assume that 휙′(∞) = ∞.
If 푔 ∈ 푆휙(휈) then 푔 ∈ 퐿휃(휈) for 휃(푥) = max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)} by Proposition 5.2.7. Since 휃 ≥ 휓⋆
we have 휃⋆ ≤ 휓, and thus for 휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) with D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞,퐼휃⋆,휈(푑휇푑휈 − 1) ≤ 퐼휓,휈(푑휇푑휈 − 1) = D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞ ,
implying that 푑휇푑휈 − 1 ∈ 퐿휃⋆(휈). Furthermore, since 1 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) ⊆ 퐿휃⋆(휈) we get that 푑휇푑휈 ∈ 퐿휃⋆(휈).
Property 2. then follows from the fact that (퐿휃⋆ , 퐿휃) form a dual pair.(푖푖) ⟹ (푖푖푖) Immediate.(푖푖푖) ⟹ (푖) Dene 퐶 ≝ {휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) |||| D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ 1}, which is closed and convex as a
sublevel set of the convex lower semicontinuous functional D˜휙,휈 on the Banach spaceℳ푐(휈)with
the total variation norm (recall that this space is isomorphic to 퐿1(휈) by the Radon–Nikodym
theorem). Since furthermore 퐶 ⊆ ℳ1, it is bounded inℳ푐(휈) and so is cs-compact [Jam72,
Proposition 2]. Then by assumption, the linear function 휇 ↦ 휇(|푔|) is well-dened and bounded
below by 0 on 퐶, so Lemma 3.2.12 implies that there exists 퐵 ∈ ℝ such that 휇(|푔|) ≤ 퐵 for all휇 ∈ 퐶. Thus, we get that for all 휇 ∈ 퐶, |휇(푔)− 휈(푔)| ≤ 휇(|푔|)+ 휈(|푔|) ≤ 퐵+ 휈(|푔|). In particular,
if |휇(푔) − 휈(푔)| > 퐵 + 휈(|푔|) then D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) > 1, proving the existence of a non-zero function 퐿
such that D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(|휇(푔) − 휈(푔)|). This implies that 푔 ∈ 푆휙(휈) by Corollary 5.1.15.
We have the following characterization of the space 푆휙♡ (휈) of strongly subexponential func-
tions. In particular 푆휙♡ (휈) can be identied as a set with 퐿∞(휈) or the Orlicz heart 퐿휃♡(휈) depending
on whether 휙′(∞) is innite or nite (with the nite case from Lemma 5.2.1).
Proposition 5.2.10. Suppose that 휙′(∞) = ∞ and x 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈). Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) 푔 is strongly (휙, 휈)-subexponential, i.e. 푔 ∈ 푆휙♡ (휈).
(ii) 퐾|푔|,휈(푡) <∞ for all 푡 > 0.
(iii) 푔 ∈ 퐿휃♡(휈) for 휃 ∶ 푥 ↦ max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)}.
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Proof. (푖) ⟹ (푖푖) Since 휙′(∞) = ∞, Lemma 5.2.5 implies that 푡푔 ∈ dom 퐼휓⋆,휈 for all푡 ∈ ℝ, and since 휓⋆ is non-negative we have for each 푡 > 0 that 퐾|푔|,휈(푡) ≤ ∫ 휓⋆(푡|푔|)푑휈 ≤∫ 휓⋆(푡푔) + 휓⋆(−푡푔)푑휈 <∞.(푖푖) ⟹ (푖푖푖) Dene 휂 ∶ 푥 ↦ 휓⋆(|푥|), so that by Lemma 5.2.5 we have ∫ 휂(푡푔)푑휈 =∫ 휓⋆(푡|푔|)푑휈 < ∞ for all 푡 > 0, and hence Property 2. implies 푔 ∈ 퐿휂♡(휈). As in the proof of
Proposition 5.2.7, 휂(푥) ≤ 휃(푥) ≤ 휂(푥) + |푥| for all 푥 ∈ ℝ and since 퐿휂♡(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈), we have that푔 ∈ 퐿휂♡(휈) i 푔 ∈ 퐿휃♡(휈).(푖푖푖) ⟹ (푖) Immediate since for 푡 ∈ ℝ, 퐾푔,휈(푡) ≤ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔)푑휈 ≤ ∫ 휃(푡푔)푑휈 <∞.
Finally, we collect several statements from this section and express them in a form which
will be convenient for subsequent sections.
Corollary 5.2.11. Dene 휃(푥) ≝ max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)}. Then we have 푆휙♡ (휈) ⊆ 푆휙(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈)
and dom 퐼휙,휈 ⊆ 퐿휃⋆(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈). Furthermore, 퐿휃⋆(휈) is in dual pairing with both 푆휙(휈) and 푆휙♡ (휈),
and when 휙′(∞) = ∞ the topology induced by ‖⋅‖휃 on 푆휙♡ (휈) is complete and compatible with the
pairing.
Proof. The containment 푆휙(휈) ⊆ 퐿1(휈) is because 푆휙(휈) is equal as a set to the Orlicz space 퐿휃(휈)
by Proposition 5.2.7, and the containment dom 퐼휙,휈 ⊆ 퐿휃⋆(휈) can be found in the proof of (푖) ⟹(푖푖) of Theorem 5.2.9. The fact that (퐿휃⋆(휈), 푆휙(휈)) form a dual pair is also immediate from the
identication of 푆휙(휈) with 퐿휃(휈) as a set. Finally, the last claim follows from the identication
of 푆휙♡ (휈) with 퐿휃♡(휈) as a set and the fact that when 휙′(∞) = ∞, then dom 휃 = ℝ implying that
the topological dual of the Banach space (퐿휃♡(휈), ‖⋅‖휃) is isomorphic to (퐿휃⋆(휈), ‖⋅‖휃⋆).
5.3 Inf-compactness of divergences and connections to strong duality
In this section, we study the question of inf-compactness of the functional D휙,휈 and that of
its restriction D˜휙,휈 to probability measures. Specically, we wish to understand under which
topology the information “ball” ℬ휙,휈(휏) ≝ {휇 ∈ℳ | D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ 휏} is compact. Beyond being a
natural topological question, it also has implications for strong duality in Theorem 5.1.12, since
the following lemma shows that compactness of the ball under suitable topologies implies strong
duality.
Lemma 5.3.1. For every 푔, 휈, and푀 as in Denition 5.1.1, if 휇 ↦ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) is inf-compact (or
even countably inf-compact) with respect to a topology on푀 such that 휇 ↦ 휇(푔) is continuous,
thenℒ푔,휈,푀 is inf-compact (and in particular lower semicontinuous), so that strong duality holds
in Theorem 5.1.12.
Proof. We have for every 휏 ∈ ℝ that{휀 ||||ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) ≤ 휏} = {휀 |||| ∀훿 > 0 ∃휇 ∈ 푀 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀 ∧ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ 휏 + 훿}= ⋂훿>0{휀 |||| ∃휇 ∈ 푀 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀 ∧ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ 휏 + 훿}= ⋂훿>0{휇(푔) − 휈(푔) |||| 휇 ∈ 푀 ∧ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ 휏 + 훿}
is the intersection of a family of subsets of ℝ, each the continuous image of a compact (or
countably compact) set of measures, and so is compact in the metric space ℝ.
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Throughout this section, we assume that 휙′(∞) = ∞,3 which implies that dom휓⋆ = ℝ by
Lemma 5.1.7, and furthermore that 휇 ∈ℳ푐(휈) whenever D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞ and hence D휙,휈 = 퐼휙,휈
and ℬ휙,휈(휏) ⊂ℳ푐(휈) for all 휏 ≥ 0. It is well known that in this case, ℬ휙,휈(휏) is compact in the
weak topology 휎(퐿1(휈), 퐿∞(휈)) (e.g. [Roc71, Corollary 2B] or [TV93]). This fact can be derived
as a simple consequence of the Dunford–Pettis theorem since ℬ휙,휈(휏) is uniformly integrable by
the de la Vallée-Poussin theorem (see e.g. [Val70, pages 67-68]). In light of Lemma 5.3.1, it is
however useful to understand whether ℬ휙,휈(휏) is compact under topologies for which 휇 ↦ 휇(푔)
is continuous, where 푔 could be unbounded. The main result of this section is that ℬ휙,휈(휏)
is compact for the initial topology induced by the maps of the form 휇 ↦ 휇(푔) for all strongly
subexponential function 푔 ∈ 푆휙♡ (휈).
Proposition 5.3.2. Fix 휈 ∈ℳ1 and dene 휃 ∶ 푥 ↦ max{휓⋆(푥), 휓⋆(−푥)} as in Proposition 5.2.10.
If 휙′(∞) = ∞, then the functional 퐼휙,휈 is 휎(퐿휃⋆(휈), 푆휙♡ (휈)) inf-compact.
Proof. By Corollary 5.2.11, we know that (푆휙♡ (휈), ‖⋅‖휃) is a Banach space in dual pairing with퐿휃⋆(휈). Thus, from Proposition 4.2.4, 퐼휙⋆,휈 dened on 푆휙♡ (휈) is convex, lower semicontinuous,
and has conjugate 퐼휙⋆⋆,휈 = 퐼휙,휈 on 퐿휃⋆(휈). Furthermore, from Lemma 5.2.5 we know for every푔 ∈ 푆휙♡ (휈) that 퐼휙⋆,휈(푔) <∞, so 퐼휙⋆,휈 is convex, lsc, and nite everywhere on a Banach space, and
thus continuous everywhere by [Brø64, 2.10]. Finally, [Mor64, Proposition 1] implies that its
conjugate 퐼휙,휈 is inf-compact on 퐿휃⋆(휈) with respect to the weak topology 휎(퐿휃⋆(휈), 푆휙♡ (휈)).
Remark 5.3.3. This result generalizes [Roc71, Corollary 2B] since 퐿∞(휈) ⊆ 푆휙♡ (휈) whenever휙′(∞) = ∞ (see Example 5.2.4).
Corollary 5.3.4. Under the same assumptions and notations as Proposition 5.3.2, the functionalD˜휙,휈 is 휎(퐿휃⋆(휈), 푆휙♡ (휈)) inf-compact.
Proof. Observe that since 휙(푥) = ∞ for 푥 < 0, we have for every 휏 ∈ ℝ that {휇 ∈ 퐿휃⋆(휈) |D˜휙,휈(휇) ≤ 휏} = {휇 ∈ ℳ1 ∩ 퐿휃⋆(휈) | 퐼휙,휈(휇) ≤ 휏} = {휇 ∈ 퐿휃⋆(휈) | 퐼휙,휈(휇) ≤ 휏} ∩ 푓−1(1) where푓 ∶ 휇 → 휇(ퟏΩ) is continuous in the weak topology 휎(퐿휃⋆(휈), 푆휙♡ (휈)) since 퐿∞ ⊆ 푆휙♡ (휈) by
Lemma 5.2.1. Hence,ℳ1 ∩ℬ휙,휈(휏) is compact as a closed subset of a compact set.
Corollary 5.3.5. If 휙′(∞) = ∞, then for every 휏 ∈ ℝ the sets ℬ휙,휈(휏) and ℳ1 ∩ ℬ휙,휈(휏) are
compact in the initial topology induced by {휇 ↦ 휇(푔) | 푔 ∈ 푆휙♡ (휈)}.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 5.2.10 and 5.3.2 and Corollary 5.3.4.
Corollary 5.3.6. Let 휈 ∈ℳ1 be a probability measure and assume that 휙′(∞) = ∞. If 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈)
is strongly (휙, 휈)-subexponential, and푀 ⊆ℳ1푐 (휈) is a convex set of probability measures containing
every 휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) with D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) <∞, the functionℒ푔,휈,푀 is lower semicontinuous.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.5.
3When 휙′(∞) <∞, compactness of information balls is very dependent on the specic measure space (Ω,풜, 휈),
and in this work we avoid such conditions.
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5.4 Convergence in 휙-divergence and weak convergence
Our goal in this section is to relate two notions of convergence for a sequence of probability
measures (휈푛)푛∈ℕ and 휈 ∈ ℳ1: (i) D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) → 0,4 and (ii) |휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)| → 0 for 푔 ∈ℒ0(Ω). Specically, we would like to identify the largest class of functions 푔 ∈ ℒ0(Ω) such that
convergence in 휙-divergence (i) implies (ii). In other words, we would like to identify the nest
initial topology induced by linear forms 휇 ↦ 휇(푔) for which sequential weak convergence is
implied by convergence in 휙-divergence5. This question is less quantitative than computing
the best lower bound of the 휙-divergence in terms of the absolute mean deviation, since it only
characterizes when |휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)| converges to 0, whereas the optimal lower bound quanties
the rate of convergence to 0 when it occurs.
This has been studied in the specic case of the Kullback–Leibler divergence by Harremoës,
who showed [Har07, Theorem 25] that D(휈푛 ‖ 휈)→ 0 implies |휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)|→ 0 for every non-
negative function 푔 whose moment generating function is nite at some positive real (in fact,
the converse was also shown in the same paper under a so-called power-dominance condition on휈). In this section, we generalize this to an arbitrary 휙-divergence and show that convergence in휙-divergence implies 휈푛(푔)→ 휈(푔) if and only if 푔 is (휙, 휈)-subexponential.
This question is also closely related the one of understanding the relationship between weak
convergence and modular convergence in Orlicz spaces (e.g. [Nak50] or [Mus83]). Although
convergence in 휙-divergence as dened above only formally coincides with the notion ofmodular
convergence when 휙 is symmetric about 1 (though this can sometimes be relaxed [Her67]) and
satises the so-called ∆2 growth condition, it is possible that this line of work could be adapted
to the question studied in this section.
We start with the following proposition, showing that this question is equivalent to the
dierentiability ofℒ⋆푔,휈 at 0.
Proposition 5.4.1. Let 푔 ∈ ℒ0(Ω), 휈 ∈ 푋1푔 , and푀 ⊆ 푋1푔 be a convex set containing 휈. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) lim푛→∞ 휈푛(푔) = 휈(푔) for all (휈푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 푀ℕ such that lim푛→∞D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) = 0.
(ii) ℒ푔,휈,푀 is strictly convex at 0, that isℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = 0 if and only if 휀 = 0.
(iii) 휕ℒ⋆푔,휈,푀(0) = {0}, that isℒ⋆푔,휈,푀 is dierentiable at 0 andℒ⋆′푔,휈,푀(0) = 0.
Proof. (푖) ⟹ (푖푖) Assume for the sake of contradiction thatℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = 0 for some 휀 ≠ 0.
Then by denition of ℒ푔,휈,푀 , there exists a sequence (휈푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 푀ℕ such that for all 푛 ∈ ℕ,D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) ≤ 1∕푛 and 휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀, thus contradicting (푖). Hence,ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = 0 if and only
if 휀 = 0, which is equivalent to strict convexity at 0 sinceℒ푔,휈,푀 is convex and minimum equal
to 0 at 0.
4Throughout this section, we restrict our attention to 휙 which are not the constant 0 on a neighborhood of 1,
i.e. such that 1 ∉ int dom{푥 ∈ ℝ | 휙(푥) = 0}, as otherwise it is easy construct probability measures 휇 ≠ 휈 such thatD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = 0, hence D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈)→ 0 does not dene a meaningful convergence notion.
5It is well-known that in general the open information balls {휇 ∈ℳ1 | D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) < 휏} for 휏 > 0 do not dene a
basis of neighborhood for a topology on the space of probability measures [Csi62, Csi64, Csi67a]. However, when 휙
is strictly convex at 1, the notion of sequential convergence in 휙-divergence can be used to dene a topology in which
the closed sets coincide with sequentially closed sets (see e.g. [Dud98, Har07]). In this section, we do not explicitly
dene this topology and simply consider a sequence (휈푛) converging in 휙-divergence.
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(푖푖) ⟹ (푖) Let (휈푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 푀ℕ be a sequence such that lim푛→∞D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) = 0. By
denition ofℒ푔,휈,푀 , we have that D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) ≥ ℒ푔,휈,푀(휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)) ≥ 0 for all 푛 ∈ ℕ, and in
particular lim푛→∞ℒ푔,휈,푀(휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)) = 0. Assume for the sake of contradiction that 휈푛(푔)
does not converge to 휈(푔). This implies the existence of 휀 > 0 such that |휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)| ≥ 휀 for
innitely many 푛 ∈ ℕ. But then ℒ푔,휈,푀(휈푛(푔) − 휈(푔)) ≥ min{ℒ푔,휈,푀(휀),ℒ푔,휈,푀(−휀)} > 0 for
innitely many 푛 ∈ ℕ, a contradiction.(푖푖) ⟺ (푖푖푖) By a standard characterization of the subdierential (see e.g. [Zăl02, Theo-
rem 2.4.2(iii)]), we have that 휕ℒ⋆푔,휈,푀(0) = {푥 ∈ ℝ |ℒ⋆푔,휈,푀(0) +ℒ⋆⋆푔,휈,푀(푥) = 0 ⋅ 푥} = {푥 ∈ ℝ |ℒ⋆⋆푔,휈,푀(푥) = 0}. Sinceℒ푔,휈,푀 is convex, non-negative, and 0 at 0, this subdierential contains휀 ≠ 0 if and only if there exists 휀 ≠ 0 withℒ푔,휈,푀(휀) = 0.
The above proposition characterizes continuity in terms of the dierentiability at 0 of the
conjugate of the optimal lower bound function, or equivalently by Proposition 5.1.3, dieren-
tiability of the functions 퐾푔,휈 and 퐾푔,휈,⟂. In the previous section we investigated in detail the
niteness (equivalently continuity) of these functions around 0; in this section we show that
continuity at 0 is equivalent to dierentiability at 0 assuming that 휙 is not the constant 0 on a
neighborhood of 1.
Proposition 5.4.2. Assume that 1 ∉ int{푥 ∈ ℝ |휙(푥) = 0}. Then for 휈 ∈ℳ1 and 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈) (resp.푔 ∈ ℒ0(Ω)) we have that 0 ∈ int dom퐾푔,휈 (resp. 0 ∈ int dom퐾푔,휈,⟂) if and only if 퐾′푔,휈(0) = 0
(resp. 퐾′푔,휈,⟂(0) = 0).
Proof. The if direction is immediate, since dierentiability at 0 implies continuity at 0. Thus, for
the remainder of the proof we assume that 퐾푔,휈 (resp. 퐾푔,휈,⟂) is nite on a neighborhood of 0.
We rst consider the case 휙′(∞) < ∞, where Lemma 5.2.1 implies 푔 ∈ 퐿∞(휈) (resp. 푔 ∈ℒ푏(Ω)). Dene 퐵 ≝ ess sup휈|푔| (resp. 퐵 ≝ sup |푔|(Ω)), and let 휎 ∈ {−1, 1} be such that 휙(1 +휎푥) > 0 for all 푥 > 0 as exists by assumption on 휙. Since 휓 is non-negative and 0 at 0, a
standard characterization of the subdierential (e.g. [Zăl02, Theorem 2.4.2(iii)]) implies that
the function 푡 ↦ 휓⋆(휎|푡|) has derivative 0 at 0. Then for all 푡 ∈ ℝ, by taking 휆 = 휎푡퐵, we have
that 퐾푔,휈(푡) (resp. 퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡)) is at most 휈(휓⋆(푡푔 + 휎푡퐵)) + 훿[−∞,휙′(∞)](2휎|푡|퐵) ≤ 휓⋆(2휎|푡|퐵) +훿[−∞,휙′(∞)](2휎|푡|퐵). Now, if 휎 = −1 then 2휎|푡|퐵 ≤ 0 ≤ 휙′(∞) for all 푡, and if 휎 = 1 then
necessarily 휙′(∞) > 0 and so 2휎|푡|퐵 ≤ 휙′(∞) for suciently small |푡|. Thus, we have for
suciently small |푡| that 퐾푔,휈(푡) (resp. 퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡)) is between 0 and 휓⋆(2휎|푡|퐵), both of which are
dierentiable at 0 with derivative 0, completing the proof in this case.
Now, assume that 휙′(∞) = ∞, so that we have 퐾푔,휈,⟂ = 퐾푔,휈 = inf 휆∈ℝ 푓(⋅, 휆) for 푓(푡, 휆) ≝휈(휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)). Note that휓 ≥ 0 implies 푓 ≥ 0, so since퐾푔,휈(0) = 푓(0, 0) = 0we have by standard
results in convex analysis (e.g. [Zăl02, Theorem 2.6.1(ii)]) that 휕퐾푔,휈(0) = {푡⋆ | (푡⋆, 0) ∈ 휕푓(0, 0)}.
Furthermore, by assumption 퐾푔,휈 is nite on a neighborhood of 0, so that since 퐾푔,휈 = 퐾푔+푐,휈 for
all 푐 ∈ ℝ, Lemma 5.2.5 implies that int(dom퐾푔,휈) × ℝ ⊆ dom푓, and so in particular (0, 0) ∈int dom푓. Thus, dening for each 휔 ∈ Ω the function 푓휔(푡, 휆) ≝ 휓⋆(푡 ⋅ 푔(휔) + 휆), standard
results on convex integral functionals (e.g. [IT69, Formula (7)]) imply that (푡⋆, 휆⋆) ∈ 휕푓(0, 0)
if and only (푡⋆, 휆⋆) = 휈(푑) for a measurable function 푑 ∶ Ω → ℝ2 such that 푑(휔) ∈ 휕푓휔(0, 0)
holds 휈-a.s.
Now, for each 휔 ∈ Ω, we have that (푡⋆휔 , 휆⋆휔 ) ∈ 휕푓휔(0, 0) if and only if 휓⋆(푡 ⋅ 푔(휔) + 휆) ≥푡⋆휔 ⋅ 푡 + 휆⋆휔 ⋅ 휆 for all (푡, 휆) ∈ ℝ2. By choosing 푡 = 0, this implies that 휆⋆ ∈ 휕휓⋆(0) = {푥 ∈ ℝ |휓(푥) = 0}, which since 휓 is not 0 on an interval of 0 is contained in either ℝ≥0 or ℝ≤0. In
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particular, (푡⋆, 0) = 휈(푑) for some 푡⋆ if and only if 푑(휔) = (푡⋆휔 , 0) holds 휈-a.s. But by choosing휆 = −푔(휔) ⋅ 푡, we see that (푡⋆휔 , 0) ∈ 휕푓(0, 0) if and only if 0 = 휓⋆(0) ≥ 푡⋆휔 ⋅ 푡 for all 푡 ∈ ℝ, that is
if and only if 푡⋆휔 = 0. Thus, we have that (푡⋆, 0) ∈ 휕푓(0, 0) if and only if (푡⋆, 0) = 휈(푑) for some푑 such that 푑 ∈ {(0, 0)} holds 휈-a.s., equivalently if and only if 푡⋆ = 0.
Putting this together, we get that 휕퐾푔,휈(0) = {푡⋆ | (푡⋆, 0) ∈ 휕푓(0, 0)} = {0} and 퐾′푔,휈(0) = 0 as
desired.
Remark 5.4.3. If 휙 is 0 on a neighborhood of 1, then it is easy to show that퐾푔,휈 is not dierentiable
at 0 unless 푔 is 휈-essentially constant. Thus, the above proposition shows that the following are
equivalent: (i) 1 ∉ int dom{푥 ∈ ℝ | 휙(푥) = 0}, (ii) for every 푔, continuity of 퐾푔,휈 at 0 implies
dierentiability at 0, (iii) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = 0 for probability measures 휇 and 휈 if and only if 휇 = 휈.
A similar (but simpler) proof shows that the following are equivalent: (i) 휙 strictly convex at1, (ii) for every 푔, continuity of 푡 ↦ 퐼휓⋆,휈(푡푔) implies dierentiability at 0, and (iii) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) = 0
for nite measures 휇 and 휈 if and only if 휇 = 휈. The similarity of the statements in both cases
suggest there may be a common proof of the equivalences using more general techniques in
convex analysis.
Thus, combining the previous two propositions and Proposition 5.1.3 computing the con-
vex conjugate of the optimal lower bound function, we immediately obtain the following two
theorems.
Theorem 5.4.4. 1 ∉ int({푥 ∈ ℝ | 휙(푥) = 0}). Let 휈 ∈ℳ1, 푔 ∈ 퐿0(휈), and푀 = 푋1푔(휈). Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) for all (휈푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 푀ℕ, lim푛→∞D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) = 0 implies lim푛→∞ 휈푛(푔) = 휈(푔).
(ii) 휕퐾푔,휈(0) = {0}, i.e. 퐾푔,휈 is dierentiable at 0 and 퐾′푔,휈(0) = 0.
(iii) 푔 is (휙, 휈)-subexponential, i.e. 0 ∈ int(dom퐾푔,휈).
Theorem 5.4.5. Assume that 휙′(∞) < ∞ and that 1 ∉ int({푥 ∈ ℝ | 휙(푥) = 0}). Then for푔 ∈ ℒ0(Ω), 휈 ∈ 풳1푔 , and푀 = 풳1푔 , the following are equivalent:
(i) for all (휈푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 푀ℕ, lim푛→∞D휙(휈푛 ‖ 휈) = 0 implies lim푛→∞ 휈푛(푔) = 휈(푔).
(ii) {0} = 휕퐾푔,휈,⟂(0), i.e. 퐾푔,휈,⟂ is dierentiable at 0 with 퐾′푔,휈,⟂(0) = 0.
(iii) 푔 ∈ ℒ푏(Ω).
6 Optimal bounds relating 휙-divergences and IPMs
In this section we generalize Theorem 5.1.12 on the optimal lower bound function for a single
measure and function to the case of sets of measures and measurable functions.
6.1 Choice of denitions
For an IPM induced by a class of functions 풢, there are multiple ways to dene a lower bound
of the divergence in terms of the mean deviation of functions in 풢. In particular, one might
ask for a function 퐿 such that either (i) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(푑풢(휇, 휈)) for all 휇 and 휈, or such that (ii)D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) for all 휇, 휈, and 푔 ∈ 풢. Note that these two denitions coincide
when 풢 = {푔} or 풢 = {−푔, 푔}. Formally, we have the following denitions.
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Denition 6.1.1. Let풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) be a non-empty set ofmeasurable functions and let푁,푀 ⊆ℳ1
be two sets of probability measures such that 풢 ⊆ 퐿1(휈) for every 휈 ∈ 푁 ∪푀. The optimal lower
bound functionℒ풢,푁,푀 ∶ ℝ→ ℝ≥0 is dened byℒ풢,푁,푀(휀) ≝ inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇) ∈ 푁 ×푀 ∧ sup푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) = 휀} (23)inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀) = inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇, 푔) ∈ 푁 ×푀 × 풢 ∧ 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀} (24)
The denition generalizes to the case where푀 ∶ 푁 → 2ℳ1 is a set function by ranging over all
pairs (휇, 휈) with 휈 ∈ 푁 and 휇 ∈ 푀(휈).
Remark 6.1.2. Note that when 풢 is closed under negation, then sup푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) = 푑풢(휇, 휈)
andℒ풢,푁,푀 is exactly quantifying the smallest value taken by the 휙-divergence given a constraint
on the IPM dened by 풢.
In this section, we focus on the relationship between these denitions. In particular, we
will show that assuming a basic convexity condition on the set of measures푀, both of these
functions are non-decreasing on the non-negative reals, and can dier only on their (at most
countably many) discontinuity points.
Lemma 6.1.3. Suppose that 푁 ⊆ 푀 and 푀 is convex. Then the functions ℒ풢,푁,푀(휀)∕휀 andinf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀)∕휀 are non-negative and non-decreasing on the positive reals, and thus so areℒ풢,푁,푀 and inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 .
Proof. Fix 0 < 푥 ≤ 푦. Let 훼 > ℒ풢,푁,푀(푦)∕푦 (respectively 훼 > inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(푦)∕푦) so that
there exist 휇 and 휈 with D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) < 훼푦, and sup푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) = 푦 (respectively and 푔0 ∈ 풢
with 휇(푔0) − 휈(푔0) = 푦). Then for 휇′ = 푥∕푦 ⋅ 휇 + (1 − 푥∕푦) ⋅ 휈, we have for every 푔 ∈ 풢
that 휇′(푔) − 휈(푔) = 푥∕푦 ⋅ (휇(푔) − 휈(푔)), and thus sup푔∈풢(휇′(푔) − 휈(푔)) = 푥 (respectively휇′(푔0) − 휈(푔0) = 푥). Furthermore, by convexity of D휙,휈 we have D휙(휇′ ‖ 휈) ≤ 푥∕푦 ⋅D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) +(1 − 푥∕푦) ⋅ D휙(휈 ‖ 휈) < 푥∕푦 ⋅ 훼 ⋅ 푦 = 훼 ⋅ 푥 so that since 휇′ ∈ 푀 we have ℒ풢,푁,푀(푥)∕푥 < 훼
(respectively inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(푥)∕푥 < 훼), completing the proof since 훼 was arbitrary.
Corollary 6.1.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.1.3, we have for every 휀 > 0 thatinf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀) ≥ ℒ풢,푁,푀(휀) ≥ lim휀′→휀− inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀′) = lim inf휀′→휀 inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀′) . (25)
Furthermore, if inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 is lower semicontinuous or if풢 is compact in the initial topology onℒ0
induced by the maps ⟨휇−휈, ⋅⟩ for 휇 ∈ 푀 and 휈 ∈ 푁, then for all 휀 ≥ 0we have inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀) =ℒ풢,푁,푀(휀).
Proof. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.1.3 we have inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 and ℒ풢,푁,푀 are non-
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decreasing on the positive reals. Thus, we haveinf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀)= inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇) ∈ 푁 ×푀 ∧ ∃푔 ∈ 풢, 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 휀}≥ inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇) ∈ 푁 ×푀 ∧ sup푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) ≥ 휀} = ℒ풢,푁,푀(휀) (26)= inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇) ∈ 푁 ×푀 ∧ ∀휀′ < 휀∃푔 ∈ 풢, 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) ≥ 휀′}≥ sup휀′<휀 inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇) ∈ 푁 ×푀 ∧ ∃푔 ∈ 풢, 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) ≥ 휀′} (27)= sup휀′<휀 inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ||||| (휈, 휇, 푔) ∈ 푁 ×푀 × 풢 ∧ 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) ≥ 휀′}= sup휀′<휀 inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀′) = lim휀′→휀− inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀′) = lim inf휀′→휀 inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀′) (28)
where Eq. (26) is since if there is 푔 ∈ 풢 with 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) ≥ 휀 then sup푔∈풢 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) ≥ 휀 andℒ풢,푁,푀 is non-decreasing, Eq. (27) is by swapping the quantier over (휈, 휇) and 휀′ < 휀, and
Eq. (28) is because inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 is non-decreasing.
For the supplemental claims, we have that if inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 is lower semicontinuous, thenlim inf 휀′→휀 inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀) ≥ inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀(휀) so that we get equality. If 풢 is compact in the
claimed topology, then sup푔∈풢(휇(푔)−휈(푔)) is the supremum of the continuous function ⟨휇−휈, ⋅⟩
on the compact set 풢, so that sup푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) = max푔∈풢(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) and thus Eq. (26) is
an inequality.
Thus, the two denitions dier only at the (at most countably many) discontinuity points of
the monotone function inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 , where at those points we have inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 ≥ ℒ풢,푁,푀 .
Note that this can also be understood in terms of (generalized) inverse of these functions, e.g. the
optimal function푈 such that휇(푔)−휈(푔) ≤ 푈(D휙(휇 ‖ 휈)) for all (휈, 휇, 푔) ∈ 푁×푀×풢 (equivalently푑풢(휇, 휈) ≤ 푈(D휙(휇 ‖ 휈))). In the function 푈, any jump discontinuity of inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 (which
are the only places the two functions can dier) is instead just a constant segment of 푈, in
which increasing the divergence does not change the largest possible value of 푑풢(휇, 휈). Sinceinf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푀 is more explicit and easier to understand, and both functions have the same lsc
regularization (and thus convex conjugate), we will focus on this function in the rest of this
section.
6.2 Derivation of the bound
In this section we give our main results computing optimal lower bounds on an 휙-divergence
given an IPM. Note that from the previous section the optimal lower bound is simply the inmum
of the optimal lower bound for each 푔 ∈ 풢 and 휈 ∈ 푁, so we are also interested in expressions in
terms of the convex conjugate and (휙, 휈)-cumulant generating function.
We begin with the following proposition relating the optimal bound function to the inmum
of the (휙, 휈) cumulant generating functions.
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Proposition 6.2.1. For a non-empty set of functions 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) and non-empty set푁 ⊆ 풳1풢, we
have for all 휀 ≥ 0 thatinf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,풳1풢(휀) = inf(푔,휈)∈풢×푁ℒ푔,휈,풳1풢(휀) ≥ inf(푔,휈)∈풢×푁퐾⋆푔,휈,⟂(휀)
and similarly for the continuous caseinf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푋1푔(⋅)(휀) = inf(푔,휈)∈풢×푁ℒ푔,휈(휀) ≥ inf(푔,휈)∈풢×푁퐾⋆푔,휈(휀)
where the inequalities are equalities if for each 푔 ∈ 풢 and 휈 ∈ 푁 the functionℒ푔,휈,⟂ (resp. ℒ푔,휈) is
lower semicontinuous (e.g. if 풢 ⊆ 풮휙♡(휈) and 휙′(∞) = ∞ by Corollary 5.3.6).
Remark 6.2.2. Recall that the notationℒ푔,푁,푋1푔(⋅) is quantied over each 휈 ∈ 푁 and 휇 ∈ 푋1푔(휈),
i.e. we require a lower bound valid for each 휈 ∈ 푁 and every 휇 ∈ℳ1푐 (휈) integrating 푔.
Proof. The equalities are by denition of the lower bound as an inmum. For the inequalities,
note that we have by Proposition 5.1.3 that 퐾⋆푔,휈,⟂ = ℒ⋆⋆푔,휈,풳1풢 and 퐾⋆푔,휈 = ℒ⋆⋆푔,휈 , so the inequality
and the equality claim follows from the Fenchel–Moreau theorem (in this case specically, a
proper convex function is equal to its biconjugate if it is lsc).
The above expressions for the optimal lower bounds, while tight, can be inconvenient
to manipulate in some contexts. It is often more convenient to consider their biconjugates,
equivalently the optimal convex lowersemicontinuous lower bound. Since the conjugate of an
inmum is the supremum of the conjugates, it is useful to introduce the following notation for
the supremum of the (휙, 휈)-cumulant generating function over sets of measures and functions.
Denition 6.2.3. For a set of measurable functions 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) and a set of measures 푁 ⊆ℳ1,
we write 퐾풢,푁(푡) ≝ sup{퐾푔,휈(푡) | (푔, 휈) ∈ 풢 × 푁}, and we write 퐾풢,푁,⟂(푡) ≝ sup{퐾푔,휈,⟂(푡) |(푔, 휈) ∈ 풢 ×푁}.
We can now state the expression for the biconjugate.
Theorem 6.2.4. For a non-empty set of measurable functions 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) and a non-empty set푁 ⊆ 풳1풢, we have for all 휀 ≥ 0 that(inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,풳1풢)⋆⋆(휀) = 퐾⋆풢,푁,⟂(휀) = ℒ⋆⋆풢,푁,풳1풢(휀) ,
and similarly for the continuous case
(inf푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푋1풢(⋅))⋆⋆(휀) = 퐾⋆풢,푁(휀) = ℒ⋆⋆풢,푁,푋1풢(⋅)(휀) .
In other words, the following are equivalent for every convex lsc 퐿 ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ the following are
equivalent:
(i) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(푑풢(휇, 휈)) for all 휈 ∈ 푁 and 휇 ∈ℳ1 (resp.ℳ1푐 (휈)) integrating each 푔 ∈ 풢.
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(ii) 퐾풢,푁,⟂(푡) ≤ 퐿⋆(|푡|) (resp. 퐾풢,푁(푡) ≤ 퐿⋆(|푡|)) for all 푡 ∈ ℝ.
Furthermore, we have that equality between the lower bound and its biconjugate if and only
if inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,풳1풢 (resp. inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푋1풢(⋅)) is convex and lsc, which holds in particular when for
each 푔 ∈ 풢 and 휈 ∈ 푁 the function ℒ푔,휈,⟂ (resp. ℒ푔,휈) is convex and lsc and the functioninf (푔,휈)∈풢×푁 퐾⋆푔,휈,⟂ (resp. inf (푔,휈)∈풢×푁 퐾⋆푔,휈) is convex and lsc.
Proof. We rst compute the conjugate of the lower bound functions. From the discussion in
the previous section, and specically Corollary 6.1.4, we have
(ℒ풢,푁,⟂)⋆(푡) = (inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,풳1풢)⋆
and
(ℒ풢,푁,푋1풢(⋅))⋆(푡) = (inf 푔∈풢ℒ푔,푁,푋1풢(⋅))⋆ where by denition this last term is also equal to(inf (푔,휈)∈풢×푁ℒ푔,휈,푋1풢(휈))⋆. From Proposition 5.1.3 and Remark 5.1.4 we have for every 푔 ∈ 풢 and휈 ∈ 푁 thatℒ⋆푔,휈,풳1풢 = 퐾푔,휈,⟂ = ℒ⋆푔,휈,풳1푔 andℒ⋆푔,휈,푋1풢(휈) = 퐾푔,휈 = ℒ⋆푔,휈,푋1푔(휈). The equivalences withsup(푔,휈)∈풢×푁 퐾푔,휈 and sup(푔,휈)∈풢×푁 퐾푔,휈,⟂ then follow since the conjugate of an inmum is the
supremum of the conjugates.
For the “in other words” reformulation, note that if 풢 is closed under negation then the
result is immediate from the main claim since then sup푔∈퐺 휇(푔) − 휈(푔) = 푑풢(휇, 휈) and 퐾풢,푁(푡) =퐾풢,푁(−푡). Thus, the result follows by applying the main claim to 풢′ ≝ 풢 ∪ −풢 where −풢 ≝ {−푔 |푔 ∈ 풢}, for which 퐾풢′,푁(푡) = max{퐾풢,푁(푡), 퐾풢,푁(−푡)}.
Finally, the supplemental claim follows from the Fenchel–Moreau theorem and Proposi-
tion 6.2.1.
Example 6.2.5. For theKullback–Leibler divergence, [BLM13, Lemma4.18] show thatD(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥12푑풢(휇, 휈)2 for all 휇 ∈ℳ1 if and only if log ∫ 푒푡(푔−휈(푔)) 푑휈 ≤ 푡2∕2 for all 푔 ∈ 풢 and 푡 ∈ ℝ, which
characterizes the subgaussian functions.
Theorem 6.2.4 generalizes this to arbitrary 휙, showing that a subset 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) of measurable
functions has D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 12푑풢(휇, 휈)2 for all 휇 ∈ ℳ1 if and only if 퐾푔,휈(푡) ≤ 푡2∕2 for all 푔 ∈ 풢
and 푡 ∈ ℝ, characterizing the “휙-subgaussian” functions.
Example 6.2.6. The 휒2-divergence, corresponding to 휙(푥) = (푥 − 1)2 for 푥 ≥ 0, has
휓⋆(푥) = {푥2∕4 푥 ≥ −2−1 − 푥 푥 < −2 ≤ 푥2∕4 ,
so that 퐾푔,휈(푡) ≤ inf 휆 ∫ (푡푔 + 휆)2∕4푑휈 = 푡2 Var휈(푔)∕4, and in particular the class of “휒2-
subgaussian” random variables as in Example 6.2.5 includes all those with bounded variance.
Finally, we show that when we take 푁 = 풳1풢 = 푀, that is, we want a lower bound 퐿 such
that D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(푑풢(휇, 휈)) for all 휇 and 휈, the distinction between the absolutely continuous
and singular cases vanishes for the best convex lsc bound.
Theorem 6.2.7. Let 풢 ⊆ ℒ0(Ω) be a non-empty set of measurable functions. Thenℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,풳1풢 = ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅) = 퐾⋆풢,풳1퐺 (|⋅|) .
In other words, the following are equivalent for any convex lsc 퐿 ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ:
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(i) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 퐿(푑풢(휇, 휈)) for all 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ1 integrating each 푔 ∈ 풢.
(ii) 퐾풢,풳1풢(푡) ≤ 퐿⋆(|푡|) for all 푡 ∈ ℝ.
Proof. Werst show thatℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,풳1풢 = ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅). The≤ direction is immediate since푋1풢(휈) ⊆ 풳1풢,
sowe need to show the other direction. Given any휇, 휈 ∈ 풳1풢 and 훿 ∈ [0, 1] let 휈훿 = (1−훿)⋅휈+훿⋅휇
so that 휈훿 ∈ 풳1풢. Then for each 훿 we have that푑풢(휇, 휈훿) = (1 − 훿)푑풢(휇, 휈) and D휙(휇 ‖ 휈훿) ≤ (1 − 훿) D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≤ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ,
where the equality is because 휇(푔) − 휈훿(푔) = (1 − 훿)(휇(푔) − 휈(푔)) for all 푔 ∈ 풢, and where the
inequalities are by convexity and-negativity of D휙(휇 ‖ ⋅). Furthermore, for 훿 ∈ (0, 1] we have
that 휇 ≪ 휈훿 and so 휇 ∈ 푋1풢(휈훿), and thus for such 훿D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ D휙(휇 ‖ 휈훿) ≥ ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅)(푑풢(휇, 휈훿)) = ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅)((1 − 훿)푑풢(휇, 휈)).
Then by lower semicontinuity ofℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅) we get thatD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ lim훿→0+ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅)((1 − 훿)푑풢(휇, 휈)) ≥ ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅)(푑풢(휇, 휈)) .
In particular, ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅) is a convex lsc lower bound on 푑풢(휇, 휈) in terms of D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) for all휇, 휈 ∈ 풳1풢, establishingℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,풳1풢 ≥ ℒ⋆⋆풢,풳1풢,푋1풢(⋅) as desired. The remaining claims follow from
Theorem 6.2.4.
6.3 Application to bounded functions and the total variation
In this section, we show how to apply the results of Section 6.2 to obtain lower bounds of the휙-divergence by the total variation distance. Though this is a well-studied problem, we consider
this case to demonstrate the applicability of our framework. In Section 6.3.1, we study Vajda’s
problem [Vaj72]: obtaining the best lower bound of the 휙-divergence by a function of the total
variation distance, where our framework shows that the optimal bound is the convex conjugate
of the supremum of the 휙-cumulant generating function for bounded 푔, and we interpret this
supremum as a natural geometric property of the function 휓⋆. In Section 6.3.2, we show how to
use our results from the Vajda section to obtain quadratic relaxations as in Pinsker’s inequality
and Hoeding’s lemma.
6.3.1 Vajda’s problem
The Vajda problem [Vaj72] is to quantify the optimal relationship between the 휙-divergence and
the total variation, that is to compute the functionℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(휀) = inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) |||| (휇, 휈) ∈ℳ21 have TV(휇, 휈) = 휀}= inf {D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) |||| (휇, 휈) ∈ℳ21 have 푑ℬ(휇, 휈) = 휀}
whereℬ is the set of measurable functionsΩ→ [−1, 1]. In this section, we use Theorem 6.2.7 to
give for an arbitrary 휙 an expression for the Vajda function as the convex conjugate of a natural
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geometric property of the function 휓⋆, which we call the height-for-width function, which is the
inverse of the sublevel set volume function.
Denition 6.3.1. The sublevel set volume function sls휓⋆ ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ≥0 maps ℎ ∈ ℝ to the
Lebesguemeasure of the sublevel set
{푥 ∈ ℝ |||| 휓⋆(푥) ≤ ℎ} (note that the sublevel sets are compact
intervals since 휓⋆ is convex and inf-compact, and thus the Lebesgue measure is simply the
length).
The height-for-width function hgt휓⋆ ∶ ℝ≥0 → ℝ is the (right) inverse of the sublevel set
volume function given by hgt휓⋆(푤) = inf {ℎ ∈ ℝ ||||| sls휓⋆(ℎ) ≥ 푤}.
To understand this denition, note that since 휓⋆ is dened on ℝ, the sublevel set volume
function can be interpreted as giving for each height ℎ the length of longest horizontal line
segment that can be placed in the epigraph of 휓⋆ but no higher than ℎ. The inverse, the
height-for-width function, asks for the minimal height at which one can place a horizontal line
segment of length 푤 in the epigraph of 휓⋆. See Fig. 1 for an illustration of this in the case of휓⋆(푥) = 푒푥 − 푥 − 1, corresponding to the Kullback–Leibler divergence. We also note that the
height-for-width function has an equivalent formulation as the optimal value of a simple convex
optimization problem.
Lemma 6.3.2. hgt휓⋆(푤) = inf 휆∈ℝmax{휓⋆(휆 + 푤∕2), 휓⋆(휆 − 푤∕2)}, and if for푤 > 0 there exists휆푤 such that 휓⋆(휆푤 − 푤∕2) = 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2), then hgt휓⋆(푤) = 휓⋆(휆푤 − 푤∕2) = 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2).
Proof. For every 푤 ≥ 0, dene the function ℎ푤 ∶ 휆 ↦ max{휓⋆(휆 − 푤∕2), 휓⋆(휆 + 푤∕2)} which
is the supremum of two convex inf-compact functions with overlapping domain, and so is itself
proper, convex, and inf-compact. In particular, ℎ푤 has closed range [푦푤,∞) for some 푦푤 ∈ ℝ.
But by denition and convexity of 휓⋆, 푦푤 is the smallest number such that there exists an
interval [휆−푤∕2, 휆+푤∕2] of length 푤 such that 휓⋆([휆−푤∕2, 휆+푤∕2]) ⊆ (−∞, 푦푤], and thus푦푤 = inf {푥 ∈ ℝ ||||| sls휓⋆(푥) ≥ 푤} = hgt휓⋆(푤) as desired.
Finally, suppose for 푤 > 0 there is 휆푤 ∈ ℝ such that 휓⋆(휆푤 − 푤∕2) = 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2). By
convexity of휓⋆ we have for every 휆 < 휆푤 that the secant line between (휆−푤∕2, 휓⋆(휆−푤∕2)) and(휆푤 +푤∕2, 휓⋆(휆푤 +푤∕2))must not be below (휆푤 −푤∕2, 휓⋆(휆푤 −푤∕2)), so that 휓⋆(휆−푤∕2) ≥휓⋆(휆푤 − 푤∕2) for every 휆 ≤ 휆푤. Analogously, we also have 휓⋆(휆 + 푤∕2) ≥ 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2) for
every 휆 ≥ 휆푤, and thus for every 휆 we havemax{휓⋆(휆 − 푤∕2), 휓⋆(휆 + 푤∕2)} ≥ min{휓⋆(휆푤 −푤∕2), 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2)} = 휓⋆(휆푤 − 푤∕2) = 휓⋆(휆푤 + 푤∕2) as desired.
Example 6.3.3. For the case of the KL divergence (e.g. 휓∗(푤) = 푒푤 − 푤 − 1), one can compute
that 휓∗(휆(푤) + 푤∕2) = 휓∗(휆(푤) − 푤∕2) for 휆(푤) = − log 푒푤∕2−푒−푤∕2푤 = − log 2 sinh(푤∕2)푤 , so thathgt휓∗(푤) = −1 + 푤2 coth 푤2 + log 2 sinh(푤∕2)푤 .
The duality framework (and specically Theorem 6.2.7) reduces the problem of computingℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1 to the problem of computing the best upper bound on 퐾푔,휈 for all probability measures휈 and functions 푔 in the set ℬ of all measurable functions from Ω to [−1, 1].
Lemma 6.3.4. ℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(휀) = 퐾⋆ℬ,ℳ1(휀) for 휀 ≥ 0.
Proof. The Vajda function is convex and lower semicontinuous [Vaj72], so by Theorem 6.2.7 we
get thatℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(휀) = ℒ⋆⋆ℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(휀) = 퐾⋆ℬ,ℳ1(휀) as desired.
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≈ −0.54 ≈ 0.46 휆(푤) + 푤∕2휆(푤) − 푤∕2 0hgt휓⋆(1) ≈ 0.12
hgt휓⋆(푤)
hgt휓⋆(3) ≈ 1.01
width 1
width 푤
width 3
Figure 1: Illustration of height-for-width function for 휓⋆(푥) = 푒푥 − 푥 − 1
As promised, we show that this optimal bound is captured by the height-for-width function.
Lemma 6.3.5. 퐾ℬ,ℳ1(푡) = hgt휓⋆(2푡) for every 푡 ≥ 0.
Proof. For all 푔 ∈ ℬ, 휈 ∈ ℳ1, and 휆 ∈ ℝ we have since 휓⋆ is convex and |푔(휔)| ≤ 1 for all휔 ∈ Ω that ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 = ∫ 휓⋆(1 + 푔2 ⋅ (푡 + 휆) + 1 − 푔2 ⋅ (−푡 + 휆))푑휈≤ ∫ 1 + 푔2 ⋅ 휓⋆(푡 + 휆) + 1 − 푔2 ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 − 푡)푑휈= 1 + 휈(푔)2 ⋅ 휓⋆(푡 + 휆) + 1 − 휈(푔)2 ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 − 푡)= 푝 ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 + 푡) + (1 − 푝) ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 − 푡) (29)
where 푝 = (1 + 휈(푔))∕2, and with equality if 푔 ∈ {−1, 1} 휈-almost surely. Furthermore, since the
measurable spaceΩ is non-trivial (e.g. there exists a measurable setΩ ⊆ 퐴 ∉ {∅,Ω}), we have for
each 푝 ∈ [0, 1] the existence of a measure 휈 ∈ℳ1 and function 푔 ∈ ℬ such that Pr휈(푔 = 1) = 푝
and Pr휈(푔 = −1) = 1 − 푝, so that the upper bound in Eq. (29) is reached for every 휆 and thus퐾ℬ,ℳ1(푡) = sup푝∈[0,1] inf휆∈ℝ(푝 ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 + 푡) + (1 − 푝) ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 − 푡)) (30)
This mixed optimization problem is convex in 휆 for each 푝 and linear in 푝 for each 휆 ∈ ℝ,
and the interval [0, 1] is compact, so by the Sion minimax theorem [Sio58] we can swap the
supremum and inmum to get퐾ℬ,ℳ1(푡) = inf휆∈ℝ sup푝∈[0,1](푝 ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 + 푡) + (1 − 푝) ⋅ 휓⋆(휆 − 푡))= inf휆∈ℝmax{휓⋆(휆 + 푡), 휓⋆(휆 − 푡)}
so the claim follows from Lemma 6.3.2.
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Example 6.3.6. For the Kullback–Leibler divergence, since 퐾푔,휈(푡) = log 휈(푒푡(푔−휈(푔))) as in Ex-
ample 4.3.6, Lemma 6.3.5 and Example 6.3.3 imply that the optimal bound on the cumu-
lant generating function of a random variable 푔 with 휈(푔) = 0 and 푚 ≤ 푔 ≤ 푀 휈-a.s. islog 휈(푒푡푔) ≤ hgt휓⋆ [(푀 −푚)푡] = −1 + 푀−푚2 coth 푀−푚2 + log 2 sinh((푀−푚)푡∕2)푡 . We derive the stan-
dard quadratic upper bound of (푀 −푚)2푡2∕8 known as Hoeding’s lemma as a consequence of
a general quadratic relaxation on the height function in Example 6.3.16.
Corollary 6.3.7. ℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(휀) = hgt⋆휓⋆(휀∕2) for all 휀 ≥ 0. In particular, if hgt휓⋆ is dierentiable
thenℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(2 hgt′휓⋆(푥)) = 푥 hgt′휓⋆(푥) − hgt휓⋆(푥).
Proof. The main claim is immediate from Lemmas 6.3.4 and 6.3.5, and the supplemental claim
follows from the explicit expression for the convex conjugate for dierentiable functions.
Example 6.3.8. For the Kullback–Leibler divergence, using Example 6.3.3, the supplemental
claim of Corollary 6.3.7 applied to 푥 = 2푡 givesℒℬ,ℳ1,ℳ1(푉(푡)) = log 푡sinh 푡 + 푡 coth 푡 − 푡2sinh2 푡 for푉(푡) = 2 coth 푡 − 푡sinh2 푡 − 1∕푡, which is exactly the formula derived by [FHT03].
Remark 6.3.9. Since the total variation TV(휇, 휈) is symmetric in terms of 휇 and 휈, we have that
the optimal lower bound on D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) in terms of TV(휇, 휈) is the same as the optimal lower
bound on D휙(휈 ‖ 휇) = D휙†(휇 ‖ 휈) for 휙† = 푥휙(1∕푥). By Corollary 6.3.7, this also implies thathgt휓⋆ = hgt(휓†)⋆ .
Remark 6.3.10. Corollary 6.3.7 shows that lower bounds on the 휙-divergence in terms of the total
variation are equivalent to upper bounds on the height-for-width function hgt휓⋆ , equivalently
to lower bounds on the sublevel set volume function of 휓⋆. The complementary problem of
obtaining upper bounds on the sublevel set volume function is of interest in harmonic analysis
due to its connection to studying oscillatory integrals (e.g. [Ste93, Chapter 8, Proposition 2] and
[CCW99, §1-2]), and it would be interesting to see if techniques from that literature could be
applied in this context.
6.3.2 Application to Pinsker-type inequalities
Corollary 6.3.7 implies that to obtain Pinsker-type inequalities, it suces to upper bound the
height function hgt휓⋆(푡) by a quadratic function of 푡. In this section, we show such bounds under
mild assumptions on 휓⋆, both rederiving optimal Pinsker-type inequalities for the Kullback–
Leibler divergence and 훼-divergences for −1 ≤ 훼 ≤ 2 due to Gilardoni [Gil10], and deriving
new (not necessarily optimal) Pinsker-type inequalities for all 훼 ∈ ℝ. We proceed by giving two
arguments approximating the minimizer 휆(푡) in the optimization problem dening the height
(Lemma 6.3.2), and an argument that works directly with the optimal 휆(푡).
We begin with the crudest but most widely applicable bound.
Corollary 6.3.11. If 휙 is twice dierentiable on its domain and 휙′′ is monotone, then hgt휓⋆(푡) ≤푡2∕(2휙′′(1)) for all 푡 ≥ 0. Equivalently, for such 휙 we have that D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 휙′′(1)8 ⋅ TV(휇, 휈)2 for
all 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ21 .
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Proof. If 휙′′(1) = 0, then the claim is vacuous, so assume that 휙′′(1) > 0. Then if 휙′′ is non-
decreasing, we have by Taylor’s theorem that 휙(푥) ≥ 휙′′(1)2 푥2 for 푥 ≥ 1, equivalently 휓(푥) ≥휙′′(1)2 푥2 for 푥 ≥ 0, so that 휓⋆(푥) ≤ 12휙′′(1)푥2 for 푥 ≥ 0. Then hgt휓⋆(푡) = inf 휆∈ℝmax{휓⋆(휆 −푡∕2), 휓⋆(휆 + 푡∕2)} ≤ max{휓⋆(0), 휓⋆(푡)} ≤ 푡2∕(2휙′′(1)). On the other hand, if 휙′′ is non-
increasing, then analogously we have 휓⋆(푥) ≤ 12휙′′(1)푥2 for 푥 ≤ 0, so that Then hgt휓⋆(푡) =inf 휆∈ℝmax{휓⋆(휆 − 푡∕2), 휓⋆(휆 + 푡∕2)} ≤ max{휓⋆(0), 휓⋆(−푡)} ≤ 푡2∕(2휙′′(1)).
Example 6.3.12. Most of the standard 휙-divergences satisfy the condition of Corollary 6.3.11, in
particular the 훼-divergences given by 휙훼 = 푥훼−훼(푥−1)−1훼(훼−1) have 휙′′훼 (푥) = 푥훼−2 which is monotone
for all 훼. As a result, we get for all 훼 the (possibly suboptimal) Pinsker inequality D휙훼 (휇 ‖ 휈) ≥18 ⋅ TV(휇, 휈)2 for all 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ21 . Such a bound appears to be new for 훼 > 2, but for 훼 ∈ [−1, 2]
Gilardoni [Gil10] established the better boundD휙훼 (휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 12 ⋅TV(휇, 휈)2, extending the standard
case of the Kullback–Leibler divergence 훼 = 1. We rederive this optimal constant for these
divergences below, and also give general conditions under which such bounds hold.
Corollary 6.3.11 used a crude linear relaxation for 휆(푡). We get a stronger bound by using a
Taylor expansion of 휆(푡).
Corollary 6.3.13. Suppose that 휙 is twice dierentiable on its domain, thrice dierentiable at 1,
and 27휙′′(1)(3 − 푧휙′′′(1)∕휙′′(1))3 ≤ 휙′′(1 + 푧)
for all 푧 ≥ −1. Then hgt휓⋆(푡) ≤ 푡2∕(8휙′′(1)) for all 푡 ≥ 0, equivalently, for such 휙 we haveD휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 휙′′(1)2 ⋅ TV(휇, 휈)2 for all 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ21 .
Remark 6.3.14. The Pinsker constant in Corollary 6.3.13 is best-possible, since if 휙 is twice-
dierentiable at 1, then Taylor’s theorem gives the local expansion 휙(푥) = 휙′′(1)∕2 ⋅ (푥 − 1)2 +표((푥 − 1)2), and thus the distributions 휇휀 = (1∕2 + 휀∕2, 1∕2 − 휀∕2) and 휈 = (1∕2, 1∕2) on the
set {0, 1} have TV(휇휀, 휈) = 휀 and D휙(휇휀 ‖ 휈) = 휙′′(1)∕2 ⋅ 휀2 + 표(휀2).
Proof. Under suitable regularity assumptions on 휙 and 휓⋆, one can easily show that the second
order expansion of the function 휆(푡) implicitly dened by 휓⋆(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 휓⋆(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) is퐿(푡) = − 푐푡224 for 푐 = (휓⋆)′′′(0)∕(휓⋆)′′(0) = −휙′′′(1)∕휙′′(1)2. Taking this as given, we show under
the stated assumptions of the proposition that for 퐿(푡) = − 푐푡224 and 푐 = −휙′′′(1)∕휙′′(1)2, we have
that 휓⋆(퐿(푡) + 푠푡∕2) ≤ 푡2∕(8휙′′(1)) for 푠 ∈ {±1}. Since both sides are 0 at 0, it thus suces to
show
(퐿′(푡) + 푠∕2)(휓⋆)′(퐿(푡) + 푠푡∕2) ≤ 푡∕(4휙′′(1)). Now, let ⋚ indicate ≤ if 퐿′(푡) + 푠∕2 ≥ 0 and≥ if 퐿′(푡) + 푠∕2 ≤ 0. Since 휓′ = ((휓⋆)′)−1 is monotone increasing, we thus have that this is
equivalent to 퐿(푡) + 푠푡∕2 ⋚ 휓′( 푡∕(4휙′′(1))퐿′(푡) + 푠∕2) (31)
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Write 푧 = 푡∕(4휙′′(1))퐿′(푡)+푠∕2 = 푡∕(4휙′′(1))−푐푡∕12+푠∕2 so that 푧 has the same sign as 퐿′(푡) + 푠∕2 and 푡 = 6푠푧휙′′(1)3+푐푧휙′′(1) .
Plugging this in and using the fact that 푠2 = 1, we wish to show that3푧휙′′(1)(6 + 푐푧휙′′(1))2(3 + 푐푧휙′′(1))2 − 휓′(푧) ⋚ 0 (32)
for all 푧 such that 푡 ≥ 0. The left hand side of Eq. (32) is 0 at 0, so since 푧 > 0 implies ⋚ is ≤ and푧 < 0 implies ⋚ is ≥, it suces to show that the derivative of the left-hand side of Eq. (32) with
respect to 푧 is non-positive for all 푧. That derivative is27휙′′(1)(3 + 푐푧휙′′(1))3 − 휓′′(푧) = 27휙′′(1)(3 − 푧휙′′′(1)∕휙′′(1))3 − 휙′′(1 + 푧) (33)
which since dom휓 ⊆ [−1,∞) is non-positive for all 푧 if and only if it is non-positive for all푧 ≥ −1.
Example 6.3.15 ([Gil10]). For the훼-divergences, we have휙′′훼 (푥) = 푥훼−2, and휙′′′훼 (푥) = (훼−2)푥훼−3
so that Corollary 6.3.13 is equivalent to the condition 27(3+(2−훼)푧)3 ≤ (1 + 푧)훼−2 for 푧 ≥ −1.
Note that this is true for 푧 = 0 for all 훼, and the derivative of 27(1+푧)2−훼(3+(2−훼)푧)3 with respect to 푧 is27(훼−2)(훼+1)푧(1+푧)1−훼(3+(2−훼)푧)4 . Thus, for 훼 ∈ [−1, 2] the sign of the derivative is the opposite of the sign of푧, and the condition holds for all 푧 ≥ −1, recovering the result of Gilardoni [Gil10] as desired.
Example 6.3.16. For the case of the Kullback–Leibler divergence, Examples 6.3.3 and 6.3.15
rederive the optimal Pinsker’s inequality, the optimal Vajda bound, the optimal upper bound on
the cumulant generating function of bounded functions as in Example 6.3.6, and its optimal
quadratic relaxation known as Hoeding’s lemma.
Finally, we show that one can also obtain optimal Pinsker-type inequalities while arguing
directly about the optimal 휆(푡), for which we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.17. Suppose that 푓 ∶ ℝ → ℝ is a convex function continuously dierentiable on(푎, 푏) the interior of its domain with a unique global minimum and such that lim푥→푎+ 푓(푥) =∞ = lim푥→푏− 푓(푥). Then there is a continuously dierentiable function 휆 ∶ (푎 − 푏, 푏 − 푎) → ℝ
such that hgt푓(푡) = 푓(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 푓(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) and휆′(푡) = 푓′ (휆(푡) + 푡∕2) + 푓′ (휆(푡) − 푡∕2)2 (푓′ (휆(푡) − 푡∕2) − 푓′ (휆(푡) + 푡∕2)) (34)hgt′푓(푡) = 푓′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2)푓′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2)푓′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) − 푓′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) . (35)
Proof. For each 푡 ∈ (푎 − 푏, 푏 − 푎), the function 휆 ↦ 푓(휆 + 푡∕2) − 푓(휆 − 푡∕2) is continuously
dierentiable on its domain (푎 + |푡|2 , 푏 − |푡|2 ), with limits −∞ and∞. Thus, for all such 푡 there
exists 휆 satisfying the implicit equation 푓(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 푓(휆(푡) − 푡∕2), which by Lemma 6.3.2
also denes hgt푓(푡). Furthermore, the fact that 푓 has a unique global minimum implies this
function is strictly increasing in 휆 for each 푡, and thus the implicit function theorem guarantees
the existence of the claimed continuously dierentiable 휆(푡).
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Given the existence of 휆(푡), we have by its denition that 푑푑푡푓(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 푑푑푡푓(휆(푡) − 푡∕2),
which implies by the chain rule the claimed value for 휆′(푡), which since hgt′푓(푡) = 푑푑푡푓(휆(푡)+푡∕2)
implies the claimed expressions for the derivative of hgt푓.
Corollary 6.3.18. If 휙 is twice dierentiable with positive second derivative on its domain, 1∕휙′′ is
concave, and lim푥→휙′(∞)− 휓⋆(푥) = ∞ (e.g. 휙′(∞) = ∞) then hgt휓⋆(푡) ≤ 푡2∕(8휙′′(1)) for all 푡 ≥ 0.
Equivalently, for such 휙 we have D휙(휇 ‖ 휈) ≥ 휙′′(1)2 ⋅ TV(휇, 휈)2 for all 휇, 휈 ∈ℳ21 .
Proof. By standard results in convex analysis, the existence and positivity of 휓′′ imply that 휓⋆ is
itself twice dierentiable (e.g. [HL93, Proposition 6.2.5] or [Gor91, Proposition 1.1]). Thus, by
Lemma 6.3.17, it suces to show that hgt′휓⋆(푡) ≤ 푡∕(4휙′′(1)), or equivalently(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2)(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2)(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) − (휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) ≤ 푡4휙′′(1) . (36)
Since 휓⋆(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 휓⋆(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) and 휓⋆ has global minimum at 0, we have 휆(푡) − 푡∕2 ≤ 0
and 휆(푡) + 푡∕2 ≥ 0, and (휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) ≤ 0 and (휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) ≥ 0. Thus, we have that the
left-hand side of Eq. (36) is half the harmonic mean of (휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) and −(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2),
so it suces by the arithmetic mean–harmonic mean inequality to prove(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) − (휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) ≤ 푡휙′′(1) . (37)
Since Eq. (37) holds when 푡 = 0, it suces to prove that(1∕2 + 휆′(푡)) ⋅ (휓⋆)′′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) + (1∕2 − 휆′(푡)) ⋅ (휓⋆)′′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2) ≤ 1휙′′(1) . (38)
By the relationship between the second derivative of a function and the one of its conjugate (e.g.
[HL93, Proposition 6.2.5]), this is equivalent to1∕2 + 휆′(푡)휓′′((휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2)) + 1∕2 − 휆′(푡)휓′′((휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2)) ≤ 1휙′′(1) . (39)
Now, by Eq. (34), we have that 휆′(푡) ∈ [−1∕2, 1∕2], so that by Jensen’s inequality and the
concavity of 1∕휓′′, the left-hand side of Eq. (39) is at most1∕휓′′((1∕2 + 휆′(푡))(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) − (휆′(푡) − 1∕2)(휓⋆)′(휆(푡) − 푡∕2)). (40)
Finally, since by denition 휓⋆(휆(푡) + 푡∕2) = 휓⋆(휆(푡) − 푡∕2), the term inside 1∕휓′′ in Eq. (40) is0, so since 휓(푥) = 휙(1 + 푥) we are done.
Remark 6.3.19. The conditions of Corollaries 6.3.11 and 6.3.13 are incomparable.
Example 6.3.20. For the 훼-divergences, we have 1∕휙′′훼 (푥) = 푥2−훼 which is concave for 훼 ∈ [1, 2],
so Corollary 6.3.18 applies for these divergences. Furthermore, by Remark 6.3.9, we can consider
the reverse 훼-divergences with 휙†훼(푥) = 푥휙훼(1∕푥) which has 1∕(휙†훼)′′(푥) = 푥1+훼, which is
concave for 훼 ∈ [−1, 0].
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A Deferred proofs
In this section, for the sake of completeness, we include proofs of results that follow from
standard tools in convex analysis.
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.2.12
Lemma 3.2.12 follows immediately from [Kön86, Remark 1.9] stated in the general context
of superconvex structures, which applies to cs-compact sets by [Kön86, Example 1.6(0)]. For
completeness, we include a proof here in the language of topological vector spaces.
First, a convex function which is upper bounded on a cs-closed set in the sense of Jame-
son [Jam72] satises an innite-sum version of convexity called cs-convexity (convex-series
convexity) by Simons [Sim90].
Lemma A.1.1. Let 퐶 be a cs-closed subset of a real Hausdor topological vector space and let푓 ∶ 퐶 → ℝ be a convex function such that sup푥∈퐶 푓(푥) <∞. Then 푓 is cs-convex.
Proof. Let (휆푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ ℝℕ be a sequence of real numbers such that ∑∞푖=0 휆푖 = 1 and 휆푛 ≥ 0 for all푛 ∈ ℕ. Let (푥푛)푛∈ℕ ∈ 퐶ℕ be a sequence of elements in 퐶 such that 푟0 ≝ ∑∞푖=0 휆푖푥푖 exists, and
thus is in 퐶 since 퐶 is cs-closed. We wish to show that푓(푟0) ≤ lim inf푛→∞ 푛∑푖=0 휆푖푓(푥푖) . (41)
Dene for each 푛 ∈ ℕ the partial sumsΛ푛 ≝ 푛∑푖=0 휆푖 and 푠푛 ≝ Λ−1푛 푛∑푖=0 휆푖푥푖 .
If Λ푛 = 1 for some 푛 ∈ ℕ then Eq. (41) is immediate from convexity. Otherwise, we have that
for each 푛 ≥ 0, 푟푛 ≝ 푟0 − Λ푛 ⋅ 푠푛1 − Λ푛 = ∞∑푖=푛+1 휆푖1 − Λ푛 ⋅ 푥푖
is an element of 퐶 since 퐶 is cs-closed, so that by convexity of 푓푓(푟0) ≤ Λ푛 ⋅ 푓(푠푛) + (1 − Λ푛) ⋅ 푓(푟푛)≤ 푛∑푖=0 휆푖푓(푥푖) + (1 − Λ푛) ⋅ sup푥∈퐶 푓(푥) .
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Since sup푥∈퐶 푓(푥) < ∞ and lim푛→∞Λ푛 = 1 by assumption, the previous inequality implies
Eq. (41) as desired.
Second, cs-convex functions are necessarily bounded below on cs-compact sets. Together
with Lemma A.1.1, this implies Lemma 3.2.12.
LemmaA.1.2. Let푓 ∶ 퐶 → ℝ be a cs-convex function on a cs-compact subset퐶 of a realHausdor
topological vector space. Then inf푥∈퐶 푓(푥) > −∞.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive, that if inf푥∈퐶 푓(푥) = −∞ then 푓 is not cs-convex. Indeed,
if inf푥∈퐶 푓(푥) = −∞, then for each 푛 ∈ ℕ there exists 푥푛 ∈ 퐶 with 푓(푥푛) ≤ −4푛. Since 퐶 is
cs-compact, the element 푥 ≝ ∑∞푖=1 2−푖 ⋅ 푥푖 exists and is in 퐶. But thenlim inf푛→∞ 푛∑푖=1 2−푖 ⋅ 푓(푥푖) ≤ lim inf푛→∞ 푛∑푖=1 2−푖 ⋅ −4푖 = −∞ < 푓(푥) ,
proving that 푓 is not cs-convex.
A.2 휙-cumulant generating function
Proof of Lemma 5.1.7. First we show that 휓⋆(푦) = 휙⋆(푦) − 푦 for 푦 ∈ ℝ. For this,휓⋆(푦) = sup푥∈ℝ {푦 ⋅ 푥 − 휙(푥 + 1)} = sup푥∈ℝ {푦 ⋅ 푥 − 휙(푥)} − 푦 = 휙⋆(푦) − 푦 ,
where the second equality follows from the change of variable 푥 → 푥 − 1.
Next, since 휓(0) = 0, we have for 푦 ∈ ℝ, 휓⋆(푦) = sup푥∈ℝ {푦 ⋅ 푥 − 휓(푥)} ≥ 푦 ⋅ 0 − 휓(0) = 0,
which shows that 휓⋆ is non-negative. Furthermore since 휓 ≥ 0, and 휓(0) = 0, we have thatinf푥∈ℝ 휓(푥) = 0. Hence, 휓⋆(0) = sup푥∈ℝ { − 휓(푥)} = − inf푥∈ℝ 휓(푥) = 0. Since 휓(푥) = +∞ for푥 < −1 and 휓 ≥ 0 we have for 푦 ≤ 0, that 휓⋆(푦) = sup−1≤푥 푦 ⋅ 푥 − 휓(푥) ≤ −푦.
To compute dom휓⋆, we consider three cases:
• If 푦 ≤ 0, then we already proved that 0 ≤ 휓⋆(푦) ≤ −푦 so that 푦 ∈ dom휓⋆.
• If 0 ≤ 푦 < 휙′(∞), then by denition of 휙′(∞), there exists 푥0 > 0, such that 푥푦−휓(푥) ≤ 0
for 푥 ≥ 푥0. For 푥 < 푥0, we have 푥푦 − 휓(푥) ≤ 푥0푦 since 휓(푥) ≥ 0. Hence 푦 ∈ dom휓⋆.
• If 푦 > 휙′(∞), then since 휓(푥)∕푥 ≤ 휙′(∞) for all 푥, we have in particular 푥푦 − 휓(푥) ≥푥(푦 − 휙′(∞)) for 푥 > 0. But as 푥 →∞, we obtain sup푥∈ℝ 푥푦 − 휓(푥) = ∞. In other words,푦 ∉ dom휓⋆.
Finally, for the inf-compactness of 휓⋆, by assumption on 휙, there exists 훼 > 0 such that[−훼, 훼] ⊆ dom휓. Hence, for 푦 ∈ ℝ:휓⋆(푦) ≥ max {훼 ⋅ 푦 − 휓(훼),−훼 ⋅ 푦 − 휓(−훼)} ≥ 훼 ⋅ |푦| −max{휓(훼), 휓(−훼)} .
This shows that 휓⋆(푦)→∞ when 푦 → ±∞, hence the sublevel sets of 휓⋆ are bounded. Since휓⋆(푦) is lower semicontinuous, its sublevel sets are also closed, which concludes the proof
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Proof of Proposition 5.1.11. Dene 푓(푡, 휆) ≝ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈, so that 퐾푔,휈(푡) = inf 휆∈ℝ 푓(푡, 휆).
Then since 휓⋆ is a non-negative proper convex function which is 0 at 0, we have that 푓 ∶ ℝ2 → ℝ
is as well, so that 퐾푔,휈(푡) is non-negative and convex as the inmum of a jointly convex function
over a convex set, and 퐾푔,휈(0) = 0. Furthermore, we get that if 푔 = 푐 holds 휈-almost surely for푐 ∈ ℝ, then 0 ≤ 퐾푔,휈(푡) ≤ 푓(푡,−푡푐) = ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 − 푡푐)푑휈 = 휓⋆(0) = 0 so that 퐾푔,휈(푡) = 0 for all 푡,
and the constant 0 function is lsc but not inf-compact.
Now, assume 푔 is not almost-surely constant, so that we wish to show that퐾푔,휈 is inf-compact,
for which it suces by e.g. [Wet73, Proposition 2] to show that the function 푓(푡, 휆) is inf-compact
as a function on ℝ2. For lower semicontinuity, given a sequence (푡푛, 휆푛) → (푡, 휆), we have by
Fatou’s lemma and the non-negativity and lower semicontinuity of 휓⋆ that
lim inf푛→∞ 푓(푡푛, 휆푛) = lim inf푛→∞ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푛푔 + 휆푛)푑휈≥ ∫ lim inf푛→∞ 휓⋆(푡푛푔 + 휆푛)푑휈 ≥ ∫ 휓⋆(푡푔 + 휆)푑휈 = 푓(푡, 휆) ,
so since ℝ2 is a metric space the sets {(푡, 휆) ∈ ℝ2 |||| 푓(푡, 휆) ≤ 훼} are closed, and it remains only to
show that they are bounded. Since 푔 is not almost surely constant, there exists 푝 > 0 and disjoint
compact intervals [푎1, 푏1] and [푎2, 푏2] such that Pr휈(푔 ∈ [푎푖, 푏푖]) ≥ 푝 for 푖 ∈ {1, 2}. Furthermore,
since 휓⋆ is inf-compact, there exists 휏 ≥ 0 such that |푥| ≥ 휏 implies 휓⋆(푥) ≥ 2(1 + 훼)∕푝. Thus,
by Markov’s inequality we have that 푓(푡, 휆) ≤ 훼 only if Pr휈(|푡푔 + 휆| ≥ 휏) ≤ 푝∕2, which in
particular requires that there exist 푥푖 ∈ [푎푖, 푏푖] such that |푡푥푖 + 휆| ≤ 휏 for 푖 ∈ {1, 2}. But since[푎1, 푏1] and [푎2, 푏2] are disjoint, there is a 푡0 > 0 such that for |푡| > 푡0, the intervals [푡푎1, 푡푏1] and[푡푎2, 푡푏2] are at distance at least 4휏 so no 휆 satises the constraint, and then for smaller |푡| ≤ 푡0
we have that |푡푥푖 + 휆| ≤ 휏 implies |휆| ≤ 휏 + |푡푥푖| ≤ 휏 + 푡0 ⋅ sup푥푖∈[푎푖 ,푏푖]|푥푖| so that the set of (푡, 휆)
with |푡푥푖 + 휆| < 휏 is uniformly bounded.
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